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Introduction 

Conformal field theory has not only useful application to string the
ory and two-dimensional critical phenomena but also has beautiful and 
rich mathematical structure, and it has interested many mathemati
cians. Conformal field theory is characterized by infinite-dimensional 
symmetry such as Virasoro algebra. Especially, its correlation functions 
are characterized by differential equations arising from representations 

of infinite-dimensional Lie algebras. ( [BPZ], [KZ], [EO], [MMS].) Phys
ically, correlation functions should have the properties such as local
ity, holomorphic factorization and monodromy invariance (duality). To 
build conformal field theory having such properties, usual approach is 

to construct holomorphic ( chiral} conformal blocks which are the half 
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of the theory and to study its monodromy. ([TKl], [TK2], [FS], [Val], 

[Va2], [Ve], [MSl], [MS2].) 

In the present paper, mathematically rigorous formulation of holo

morphic (chiral) conformal field theory with gauge symmetry ( affine Lie 

algebra g) (Wess-Zumino-Witten model) over curves of arbitrary genus 

is given by means of operator formalism. A curve in our theory may 

have ordinary double points singularities corresponding to a point of 

the boundary of the moduli space of curves. The fundamental object in 

our theory is the space of vacua. A vacuum is a linear functional on the 

direct product of representation spaces of g giving vacuum expectation 

value ( correlation function). Our formulation of conformal field theory 

is a natural generalization of the one developed in [TKl]. 

Let .9 be a simple Lie algebra over the complex numbers C and g 

the corresponding affine Lie algebra. We fix a positive integer f and con

sider integrable highest weight representations of g with level f. Such 

representations are parameterized by a finite set of highest weights P1.. 

L -r( oo) - ( C . Q Q Q . ( oo) ( oo) ( oo)) b N . d et -A- - , 1, 2, .•. , N, t 1 ,t 2 , ••• ,tN e an -pomte 

stable curve with formal neighbourhoods. (For details see Definition 

2.1.1 below.) To each point Q; we associate a representation ofg corre-

sponding to>..; E P1.. Then to :t(=) and .X = (>..1 , ••• ,>..N) we associate 

the space of vacua vJ(l'.( 00 )) and its dual space V5:(:I(00 l). The space of 

vacua vJ(:t( 00 l) is defined by the gauge condition. (See Definition 2.2.2 

below). It will be shown that VJ(:t(=l) does only depend on the first 

order infinitesimal structure :t(l) of l'.(00 ). (See Remark 4.1.7 below.) 

Let Wt~';J (resp. ~~~) be the moduli space of N-pointed stable 

curves with formal neighbourhoods (resp. first order infinitesimal struc-

tures) and 1r(00 ) : c(=) -. ~';J (resp. 7r(l) : c( 1) -. ~~t) be the 

universal family of N-pointed stable curves on it. Then, the collec

tion of the spaces of vacua VJ{ :I( 00 )) 's ( resp. the dual spaces of vacua 

V5:(l'.(00 l)) forms a sheaf vf oo) {resp. V~00
)) on Wt~';J and it is the pull 

f t(l) ( (1)) ,...,Jl) back o a sheaf V- resp. V- on ?JJC9 N· 
>. >. ' 

Precisely speaking, there exist no universal families of N-pointed 
• ?wd CX) ) .,.,.,.( 1 ) 

stable curves over the moduh spaces im;,N and im;,N- Therefore, we 

have to consider local universal families. Namely, we define the sheaves 

of vacua V}(J( 00 l) and v}(J( 1l) {resp. V5:{J(=)) and V5:{J(ll)) attached 

to local universal families ~(oo) = .( 7r(=) . c(oo) -t 13(00 ). s(oo) s(oo) 
'O • , 1 , 2 , 

S(oo). t-(oo) t;(oo) t-(oo)) and ~(1) - ( ~(1) . c(l) ' 13(1). s(l) 
... , N , 1 , 2 , .•• , N 'O - " • ~ , 1 , 
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s~1), ••• , s¼); ti1), i~1 ), ••• , f¼l), respectively. The sheaves vf(J( 00 )) and 

V5:(J(00 l) (resp. Vl(J( 1)) and V5:(J(ll)) are Os<=J-modules (resp. 0 8 (1)

modules). If a local universal family J'(l) is a subfamily of J(l) the 

restriction of the sheaves V}(J(ll) and V5:(J(ll) to the subfamily .;i.re the 

sheaves vf (J 1( 1)) and V5:(J1( 1l), respectively. 

In the present paper we shall analyze the structure of the sheaves 

vf(J(l)) and V5:(J(ll). Though our arguments below often use spe

cific coordinates, they have intrinsic meaning and we could argue as if 

there were universal family over the moduli space of N-pointed stable 

curves with infinitesimal structures. Fancy mathematical tool to treat 

the above situation is the theory of stacks ([DM]). But in the present 

paper we choose primitive approach described above. Using the idea of 

Beilinson-Manin-Shechtman [BMS],[BS2], we construct an 0 8 (1J-module 

of Lie algebra V1(1l ( - log n(I); cv) ( the sheaf of twisted first order differ

ential operators) acting on v}(J(ll) and V5:(J(ll), which is the geometric 

counter part of the Virasoro algebra with central charge Cv defined from 

the representations as the Sugawara form. (For details see Section 5.) 

Main results of the present paper are the following. 

1) Vl(J(ll) and V5:(J(ll) are coherent Os<wmodules. (Theorem 

4.2.4.) Hence, the space of vacua V}(X( 00 l) and V5:(X(00 l) are finite

dimensional. Moreover, v}(J(ll) and V5:(J(1l) are locally free sheaf of 

finite rank, that is, a vector bundle over f3(l). (Theorem 6.2.1 and 

Corollary 6.2.3.) 

2) The sheaf V1<1l ( - log n(l); Cv) of twisted first order differential 

operators acts on Vf(J( 1l) and V5:(J(ll). (Theorem 5.3.3.) This defines 

projective flat connections on v}(J(ll) and V5:(J(ll) with regular singu

larities at the locus n<1) c f3(l) corresponding to singular curves. The 

connections are nothing but the Ward-Takahashi identity. Moreover, the 

solution sheaf of V}(J(ll) gives what physicists call current conformal 

blocks. 

3) vf(J(ll) has a factorization property [FS]. (Theorem 6.2.6.) 

Hence the dimension of the space of vacua V5:(X(00 )) does only depend 

on the genus of the curve C and X = ( .\1 , ... , AN) and can be calculated 

by a maximally degenerate curve by using the fusion rule. Moreover, 

the proof in Section 6 shows that we can construct a canonical basis of 

flat sections of V}(J(ll) from the data on the boundary. 
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Our result in this paper may be regarded as an infinite-dimensional 

version of the Beilinson-Bernstein theory [BB], [BK] for representations 
of finite dimensional simple Lie groups. Here three notions, Virasoro 

algebra, moduli space, and the braid group and the mapping class group 

correspond to simple Lie group G, the Flag manifold G/ P and the Weyl 

group of the original theory, respectively. 

Let us explain briefly the content of the present paper. In Section 1 

we shall give basic results on integrable highest weight representations of 

an affine Lie algebra g. The energy-momentum tensor will be defined as 
the Segal-Sugawara form. Also the automorphism group 1) = AutC(({)) 

of the field of formal Laurent series C(({)) will be introduced and its 

properties will be studied. 

In Section 2 we shall first define the notion of an N-pointed stable 

curve with n-th infinitesimal neighbourhoods X(n) or with formal neigh

bourhoods X( 00 ) and define the space of vacua Vf(X( 00 )) and its dual 

space of vacua Vx( X( 00 )) attached to X( 00 ). The important properties of 

the space of vacua such as propagation of vacua will be proved. Also we 

shall define correlation functions of current and study their properties. 
The propagation of vacua and the properties of correlation functions will 

play an essential role to construct our conformal field theory. 

To study the properties of the space of vacua we need to vary the 

moduli of N-pointed curves with infinitesimal structures. In Section 3 

we shall study local universal family of such curves. The content of this 

section is well-known to the specialists. Since the results in this section 

are scattered among many references, we shall describe some details of 
deformation theory of N-pointed curves with infinitesimal structures. 

We shall use freely the standard technique of the cohomology theory of 

sheaves which can be found, for example, in [Ha] or [BSl]. 

In Section 4 we shall define the sheaf of vacua associated with a local 

universal family of N-pointed stable curves with formal neighbourhoods 

( rr(=) . c(oo) -+ s(oo). s(oo) /oo) s(oo). £(=) £(=) £(=)) We 
• •1 •2 ,•·••N ,1 ,2 •···•N • 

shall show that the sheaf is coherent 0 8 <wmodule. Here, Gabber's 
theorem [ Ga] plays an essential role. 

In Section 5 we shall define the sheaf of twisted first order differential 

operators V1<1 l(-logD( 1l;cv) acting on Vx(J(1)) from the left and on 

Vf(J(l)) from the right. This sheaf defines an integrable connection 

on Vx(J(1)) and Vf(J(l)) with regular singularities on the boundary 

corresponding to singular curves. 

Finally in Section 6 we shall show that the sheaves Vx(J(1l) and 

vf (J(l)) are locally free and have the factorization property. Hence 
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the dimension of the space of vacua can be calculated by a maximally 

degenerate curve by using the fusion rule. Moreover, the proof shows 

that we can construct a canonical basis of flat sections of V1(-J(l)) from 

the data on the boundary. 

The main results of the present paper was announced in [TY]. In 

[BS2], analogous results have been given for the case of c < 1 minimal 

models. But the analysis of singularity on the boundary was not studied 

there. 

Notations 

.9 : simple Lie algebra over the complex numbers C. 

t:,. : set of all non-zero roots of .9. 

6.+ ( t:,._ ) : set of all positive (resp. negative) roots of .9. 

0 : the maximal root of .9. 

µt := -w(µ) where w is the longest element of Weyl group of .9. 

( , ) : Cartan-Killing form of .9 normalized as (0, 0) = 2. 

V.x ( v} ) : irreducible left (resp. right) .9-module with highest (resp. 

lowest) weight ,\. 

P + : set of all dominant integral weights. 

g: affine Lie algebra attached to .9. (Definition 1.1.1) 

l : level of a representation of g. 
p,_ := { ,\ E P+ IO~ (0, ,\) ~ l} 

(,\,,\)+2{,\,p) 1 I: . 
6..x = ( l) where p = - a and g* 1s the dual Coxeter 

2 g* + 2 A 
aE + 

number of .9. 
__ l ·dim.9 

c.,.----
g* +l 

1i.x ( 1i1 ) : integrable highest weight left (resp. right) .9-module with 

highest (resp. lowest) weight A. 

F.1i.x ( F·1i1): filtration of 1i.x (resp. 1i1). (See 1.3). 
- N 1is. := 1i.x1 ©c · · · ©c 1i>.N where ,\ = (,\1, ... , AN) E (Pt) . 

1it := 1it @c · · · @c1it >. Al AN 

C((!)) : field of all formal Laurent series. That is, the quotient field of 

the formal power series ring C[[!]]. 
X(n) := X © !n, where XE .9. 

X(z) := LnEZ X(n)z-n-l 

T(z) : energy-momentum tensor. {Definition 1.2.1) 

X[f] := Resz=o(X(z)f(z)dz) for/(!) EC((!)). 
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d d 
T[{] := Resz=o(T(z)l(z)dz) for f = l(z) dz E C((z)) dz 

'D := AutC((l)) 
1)P := { h E V I h(e) = e + ape+ 1 + ... } 

d 
(d.) := C[[llll d{ 

(d.)P == c[[ellep+l :e 
G[h] := exp(-T[f]) for h E V1 where h = exp(D. 

_l'.(n) = (C; Q1,Q2, ... ,QN; t~n),t~nl, ... ,tt)): N-pointedstablecurve 

with n-th infinitesimal neighborhoods. (Definition 2.1.3) 

_l'.(oo) = (C; Q1,Q2, ... ,QN; t~00l,t~ 00l, ... ,t~ 00)): N-pointed stable 

curve with formal neighbourhoods. 

9N := EB,%1 g © C(({j)) E0 Cc (Definition 2.2.1) 

9(.l'.(00 )) := g © H 0 (C,Oc(* ~,%1 Qj)) 

v}(x(00 l) ( Vx(.x'.(00 )) ) : space of vacua (resp. dual space of vacua) 

associated with _l'.( 00 l. (Definition 2.2.2) 

T,,M ( r; M ) : tangent (resp. cotangent) space at a point x of a complex 

manifold M. 

n~ : sheaf of Kahler differentials of a curve C. 

w x : dualizing sheaf of a complex space X. 

Dk;N : sheaf of relative 1-form for a surjective holomorphic mapping 

1r : M -+ N of complex manifolds. 

0 M/N := H om 0 M (Dk/N' OM) : sheaf of relative holomorphic vector 

fields. 

WM/N : relative dualizing sheaf. 

0 M(- log D) : sheaf of vector fields on a complex manifold M tangent 

to an effective divisor D of M. 
'?:(n) _ (=(n). c(n) ~ B(n). 8 (n) 8 (n) 8 (n). t-(n) t;(n) t;(n)). 
0 - " • ~ , 1 , 2 , ... , N, 1 , 2 , •.. , N · 

local universal family of N-pointed stable curves with n-th infini

tesimal neighbourhoods. (Definition 3.1.1 and Theorem 3.1.5) 
'?.:'(ool-( =(oo) . c(oo) -+ B(oo). 8 (00) 8 (00) 8 (00). t;(oo) t;(oo) t;(oo))· 
0 - " • , 1 , 2 , ••• , N , 1 , 2 , ..• , N • 

local universal family of N-pointed stable curves with formal neigh

bourhoods. 
~(n) : critical locus of J(n). ((3.1-8) and Lemma 3.1.6) 

n(n) : discriminant locus of J(n)_ ((3.1-9) and Lemma 3.1.6) 

'L/(oo) ·- ,.,., ( /0,c =~ 
ILX .- '-'B ~) 'Cl IL>. 

iifx:,) := Hom 08 <~/iik00 l, 0 8 <~)) 
Vx(J( 00 l) : dual sheaf of vacua attached to a family J(00 ). (Definition 
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4.1.2) 

vf(J( 00 l): sheaf of vacua attached to a family J( 00 l. (Definition 4.1.2) 

V,)'.(J(ll): dual sheaf of vacua attached to a family J(l)_ (Lemma 4.1.6) 

vf(J(ll) : sheaf of vacua attached to a family J(l). (Lemma 4.1.6) 

V1<iJ (- log D(ll; cv) : sheaf of twisted differential operators. 

w"' 3 (w") 2 
{ w; z} : Schwarzian derivative. { w, z} = - - - -

w' 2 w' 

§1. Integrable highest weight representation of affine Lie al

gebra 

1.1. Affine Lie algebra 

In this subsection we recall basic facts on integrable highest weight 
representations of affine Lie algebras. For the details on integrable high

est weight representations of affine Lie algebras we refer the reader to 

Kac's book [Ka]. 

Let g be a simple Lie algebra over the complex numbers C and Q 
its Cartan subalgebra. By b,. we denote the root system of (g, Q). We 

have the root space decomposition 

Fix a lexicographic ordering of Qit once for all. This gives the decompo

sition b,. = D>.+ U b,._ of the root system into the positive roots and the 

negative roots. Let 0 be the maximal root. We normalize the Cartan

Killing form 

):gxg--tC 

with the property 

(1.1-1) (0,0)=2. 

Note that the Cartan-Killing form has the following property. 

(1.1-2) ([X, Y], Z) + (Y, [X, Z]) = 0. 

Let P+ be the set of dominant integral weights of the Lie algebra g. 

There is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of finite dimen

sional irreducible representations of g and the set P + of the dominant 

integral weights of g. 
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By C[[{]) and C(({)) we mean the ring of formal power series in { 
and the field of formal Laurent power series in {, respectively. Namely 

<X> 

C[[{]] = {La.,{" Ja., EC}, 
v=O 

00 

C(({)) = {Lb.,{" Jb., EC, m E Z}. 
v=m 

Definition I.I.I. The affine Lie algebra 9 over C(({)) associated 
with g is defined by 

(1.1-3) 9 = g ® C(({)) EB Cc 

where c is an element of the center of 9 and the Lie algebra structure is 

given by 

[X ® /({), y ® g({)] = 
(1.1-4) 

[X, Y] ® /({)g({) + c · (X, Y) Res(g({)df({)), 
e=o 

for 

X, YE g, /({), g({) E C(({)). 

Note that usually the affine Lie algebra is defined over C[{, e-1 J but 
for our theory we need to define it over C(({)). Put 

(1.1-5) 9+ = g ® C[[{]]{, 9- = g ® C[C 1]C 1 . 

We regard 9+and 9- as Lie subalgebras of 9. We have a decom.position 

(1.1-6) 

Fix a positive integer l ( called the level) and put 

Proposition 1.1.2. For each >. E P1. there exists the unique left 

g-module 1i:,. ( called the integrable highest weight g-module) satisfying 

the following properties. 

(1) V:,. = { Jv) E 1t:,. I 9+lv) = 0} is the irreducible left g-module 
with highest weight >.. 

(2) The central element c acts on 1t:,. as l · id. 
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(3) 1i>. is generated by V>,. over g_ with only one relation 

(1.1-7) 

where Xe E g is the element corresponding to the maximal root 

0 and jA) E V>. is the highest weight vector. 

Similarly we have the integrable highest weight right g-module Hf 
which will be discussed in 1.3 below. 

1.2. Segal-Sugawara form 

In the following we use the following notation freely. 

X(n)=X®C, XEg 

X(z) = L X(n)z-n-l 

nEZ 

where z is a variable. Then the normal odering g g is defined by 

{ 
X(n)Y(m), n < m, 

g X(n)Y(m) g = ½(X(n)Y(m) + Y(m)X(n)) n = m, 

Y(m)X(n) n > m. 

Definition 1.2.1. The energy-momentum tensor T(z) is defined 

by 

{l.2-1) 
l dimg 

T(z) = 2(g* + l) ~ g l°(z)l°(z) g 

where { J 1 , J 2 , ••• } is an orthonormal basis of g with respect to the 

Cartan-Killing form ( , ) and g* is the dual Coxeter number of g. 

Put 

{l.2-2) 
l dimg 

Ln= 2{ •+e)L L gr(m)l°(n-m)g. 
g mEZ a=l 

Then we have the expansion 

T(z) = L Lnz-n- 2 • 

nEZ 

The operator Ln is called the Virasoro operator which acts on Ji>,.. 
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Lemma 1.2.2. The set {Ln} forms a Virasoro algebra and we 

have 

where 

[Ln, Lm] = (n - m)Ln+m + ~; (n3 - n)bn+m,O 

[Ln, X(m)] = -mX(n + m), for XE g 

ldimg 
C =--

v g* +l 

is the central charge of the Virasoro algebra. 

d d 
For X E g, f = f(z) E C((z)) and I= l(z) dz E C((z)) dz we use 

the following notation. 

X[/] = Res(X(z)f(z)dz) 
z=O 

T[I] = Res(T(z)l(z)dz). 
z=O 

Lemma 1.2.3. X[/] and T[I] act on rl;.. and we have 

(1.2-3) 

X[/] = X ® /({), 

[T[I], X[/]] = -X[I(f)], 

[T[I1], T[h]] = -T[[I1, hlJ + ~; ~~g(ltl2dz). 

1.3. Filtrations and rll 

Let us introduce filtrations {F.} on C((x)), g and rl;... For any 
integer p put 

(1.3-1) 

(1.3-2) 

FpC(({)) = CPC[[{]], 

F~-{ g®FpC(({)) 
Pg - g ® FpC(({)) EB Cc 

p<O 

p ~ 0. 

To define a filtration {F.} on rl;.., we first define the subspace rl;..(d) of 
rl;.. for a non-negative integer d by 

(1.3-3) rl;..(d) = { Iv) Erl;.. I Lolv) = (d + .6.;..)lv)} 

where 

.6. - (.X,.X) + 2(.X,p) p = _21 ~ a. 
>. - 2(g* + l) ' L.., 

aEA+ 
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For a negative integer -d we define 

1i>.(-d) = {O}. 

Now we define the filtration { Fp 1i>.} by 

p 

(1.3-4) Fp1i>. = L 1i>.(d). 
d=O 

Note that all the filtrations defined above are the increasing ones. 

Put 

(1.3-5) 

Then the dual space 1i1 of 1i>. is defined to be 

00 

(1.3-6) 1i1 = Homc(1i5:,C) = II 1i1(d). 
d=O 

By definition 1i1 is a right g-module. A decreasing filtration {FP1i1} is 
defined by 

(1.3-7) FP1i1 = II 1i1(d). 
d2'.:p 

There is a canonical complete bilinear pairing 

(1.3-8) ( 1 > : 1i1 x 1i>. - C, 

which satisfies the following equality for each a E g. 

(ulav) = (ualv), for all (ul E 1i1 and Iv) E 1i>.. 

Note that the filtrations {Fp} and {FP} define the topology on 1i>. and 

1i1, respectively. With respect to this topology 1i1 is complete and is 

the integrable highest weight right g-module with the lowest weight .X. 
Put 

v} = { (vi E 1i1 I (vlg_ = O }. 

It is easy to show that v1 = 1i1(o) and v1 is the irreducible right 

g-module with lowest weight A. The integrable highest weight right g

module with lowest weight .X is generated by v} over 9+ with only one 

relation 
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X(m)1i>-.(d) C 1i>-.(d - m) 

Lm1i>-.(d) C 1i>-.(d - m) 

7-li(d)X(m) C 1-li(d + m) 

1-li(d)Lm C 1-li(d + m). 

1.4. 'D = AutC(({)) 

Let 'D be the automorphisms group AutC(({)) of the field C(({)). 
The group is infinite-dimensional and is regarded as the automorphism 
group AutC[[{]] of the ring C[[{]]. 

Lemma 1.4.1. There is an isomorphism 

CX) 

(1.4-1) 
-v { :~::>nen+i I ao -/= o } 

n=O 

h f--+ h({) 

where for h1, h2 E 'D the composition h1 o h2 corresponds to a power 

series h2(h1({)). 

In the following we often identify the group 'D with the set of power 
series given in the right hand side of (1.4.1). For each positive integer p 

put 

(1.4-2) 

Then this defines a decreasing filtration 

v = -vo :J vi :J -v2 :J • . • • 

Put 

(1.4-3) 

(1.4-4) 

4 = C[[eJJe :e 
dP = c[[eiie+1 ~ 

for each positive integer p. We have a decreasing filtration of ideals 
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For any element IE 4 and 1(0 E c[[e]] define exp(I)(f(e)) by 

( 1.4-5) exp(I)(f(e)) = f t,(I''U(O)). 
k=O 

This is well defined and exp(I) is an element of V. 

Lemma 1.4.2. The exponential mapping 

exp: fl ---; V 

I 1--+ exp (D 

is surjective. Moreover, for each positive integer p we have 

and the exponential mapping is injective on f1P. 

For each positive integer p and an element I E rj,_P define exp(T[I]) 
by 

(1.4-6) 
00 1 

exp(T[I]) = L k?[I]k. 
k=O 

Lemma 1.4.3. exp(T[I]) is well-defined and is a continuous linear 

operator on 1-{>,. and 1-£1. Moreover, it induces the identity operator on 

Gr;'}-{>.. and Gri,, 1-{l. 
Definition 1.4.4. For an automorphism h E VP, p =::: 1, G[h] is 

defined by 

(1.4-7) G[h] = exp(-T[I]), 

where 
h = exp(I). 

Note that by Lemma 1.4.2 G[h] is well-defined. 

Theorem 1.4.5. For h E V 1 and f E C((e)) we have the follow

ing. 

1) 

2) 

3) 

G[h](X ® f)G[h- 1] = X ® h(f). 

G[h2]G[h1) = G[h2 o h1] for h1, h2 E V. 

G[h)T[l]G[h- 1) = T[ad(h)(l)] + Cv Res({h(e); Ol(e)d() 
- - 12 €=0 
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d d 
where {h(O; n is the Schwarzian derivative and L = f(O dt, E C((t,)) dt,. 

Corollary 1.4.6. For f E C((O) and Xa E 9a, a E ~ the action 

of Xa[f] = Xa 0 f on 1i>-. and 1-£1 are locally nilpotent. 

§2. Pointed stable curves and the associated vacua 

2.1. Pointed stable curves 

Definition 2.1.1. Data X = (C; Q1,Q2, ... ,QN) consisting of 
a curve C and points Q1 , ••• , Q N on C are called an N -pointed stable 

curve, if the following conditions are satisfied. 

(1) The curve C is a reduced connected complete algebraic curve 

defined over the complex numbers C. The singularities of the curve C 
are at worst ordinary double points. That is, C is a semi-stable curve. 

(2) Q1, Q2, ... , QN are non-singular points of the curve C. 

(3) If an irreducible component Ci is a projective line (i.e. Rie

mann sphere) P 1 (resp. a rational curve with one double point, resp. an 

elliptic curve), the sum of the number of intersection points of Ci and 

other components and the number of Q/s on Ci is at least three (resp. 

one). 

(4) dimcH 1 (C,Oc)=g. 

Note that the above condition (3) is equivalent to saying that Aut(X) 
is a finite group so that X has no infinitesimal automorphisms. In the 
following we often add the following condition (Q) for an N-pointed 

stable curve X. 

(Q) Each component Ci contains at least one Q;. 

The meaning of the condition ( Q) will be clarified in the following 
Lemma 2.1.4 and Lemma 2.1.5. By virtue of Proposition 2.2.3 below 

the assumption is not restrictive. (See Remark 2.2.5.) 

Definition 2.1.2. Let C be a curve and Q a non-singular point 

on C. Ann-th infinitesimal neighbourhood t(n) of C at the point Q is a 

C-algebra isomorphism 

(2.1-1) 
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where mQ is the maximal ideal of Oc,Q consisting of germs of holomor

phic functions vanishing at Q. 

Taking the limit n -+ oo in the isomorphism (2.1-1), we have an 

isomorphism 

(2.1-2) t(oo): Oc,Q ~ C[[{]]. 

The isomorphism t( 00 ) is called a formal neighbourhood of Cat Q. 

Definition 2.1.3. Data _;((n) = (C; Qi, Q2 , ••• , QN; t~n), t~n), ... , 

tt)) are called an N-pointed stable curve of genus g with n-th infinites

imal neighbourhoods, if 

(1) (C; Qi, Q2, ... , QN) is an N-pointed stable curve of genus g. 

(2) tt) is an n-th infinitesimal neighbourhood of Cat Q;. 

· • ¥loo)_(. .·(oo) (oo) An N-pomted stable curve A-' - C, Qi, Q2, ... , QN, ti , t2 , 

... ,t~00
)) with formal neighbourhoods is defined similarly. 

Lemma 2.1.4. Assume that an N-pointed stable curve X(oo) 

( C; Qi, Q2 , ••• , QN; t~00
), t~00

), ••• , t~00
)) with formal neighbourhoods 

satisfies the condition (Q). By t; we denote the Laurent expansions at Q; 

with respect to a formal parameter{;= t(=)- 1 ({). Then, the following 

homomorphisms are injective. 

(2.1-3) 
N N 

t = EBt;: H 0 (c,o(* LQ;))-+ E9c(({;)) 
i=1 i=i 

(2.1-4) 
N N 

t = EBt;: H 0 (C,wc(* L Q;))-+ EB C(({;))d{; 

i=i i=i 

where we is the dualizing sheaf of the curve C. 

N N 

By this Lemma H 0 (C, O(* LQ;)) (resp. H 0 (C,wc(* LQ;))) can 

i=l i=l 

be regarded as a subspace of EBf=,1 C({{;)) {resp. EBf=,1 C{({;))d{; ). There 
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is the residue pairing 

(2.1-5) 

EBf=l c((ej)) x EBf=1 C((ej))dej 
N 

C 

(U(6 ), .. , 1 (eN ), g(6 )d6, .. , g(eN )deN) - ~ l;~iu(ej )g(ej )d(j ). 

The following Lemma is well-known and plays an important role in our 
theory. 

Lemma 2.1.5. Under the residue pairing H 0 (C,O(*~f= 1 Qj)) 

and H 0(C,wc(* ~f=1 Qi)) are the annihilators to each other. 

2.2. The space of vacua associated with .'.f(oo) 

First we generalize the notion of an affine Lie algebra to the one 

over the direct sum of the fields of Laurent series EBf=1C(((j}) and the 

one over the data .'.f(oo) = ( C; Qi, Q2, ... , QN; t~00
), t~oo), ... , t~ 00

)). 

Definition 2.2.1. Let g be a simple Lie algebra over the complex 

numbers C. The associated affine Lie algebra 9N over EBf:1 C((ej}} is 

defined by 

N 

(2.2-1) 9N = E9 g © C(((j)} EB Cc 
j=l 

with the following commutation relations. 

(2.2-2) 

[EB_f=,1Xj © fi, EBf=1Yj © gi] = 

c E Center 

where EB.f=,1aj means (a1,a2, .. ,,aN), The Lie subalgebra g(l:( 00 )) of 

~ · t d "th -r(oo) (C Q Q Q t(oo) t(oo) t(oo)) • 9N associa e w1 .;,c, = ; 1, 2, ... , N ; 1 , 2 , •.• , N is 
defined by 

N 

g(.'.f( 00
)) = g © H 0 (c, Oc(* L Qj)), 

j=l 
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Here we regard H 0 (C, Oc( * I:f=1 Q; )) as a subspace of EB.f=,1 C(({)) by 

the mapping t given in {2.1-3). 

Note that the Lie algebra g(X(=)) has no centers. By Lemma 1.2.3 we 

use the notation X[/;] instead of X ® /;({;). Also we sometimes use 

the notation X[/] instead of X ® f for a meromorphic function f on the 
curve C, if there is no danger of confusion. 

Let us fix a positive integer l. For X = (.X1 , ... , AN) E (Pt)N, a left 

9N-module 1ix and a right 9N-module 1ik are defined by 

1{). = 1{>,.1 (8) '• • (8) 1{ANl 

t t - - t 
1{). = 1{A1(8) ••• (8)1{AN' 

where the left !JN-action on 1fx is given by 

(EB_f=1X;[f;])lv1 ® · · · VN) 

N 

= ~)v1 (8), •• Vj-1 (8) {X;[f;])v; (8) Vj+i, •. (8) VN)• 

j=l 

The right !JN-action on 1ik is defined similarly. In what follows we use 

the following notation. 

P;{X[/;])lv1 ® · · · VN®) 

= lv1@ • · •@ Vj-1 ® {X[/;])v;@ V;+1@ · · ·@ VN} 

P;{X[/]) = P;(X[t;(f)]) 

for a meromorphic function f on the curve C. 

The complete pairing ( I ) defined in {l.3-8) defines a complete 
pairing 

{2.2-3) 

which is 9N-invariant: 

(up;{X[/;])lv) = (ulp;{X[f;])v) 

Definition 2.2.2. Put 

Vx(x<=)) = 1fx/1J(x<=))1fx 

V}(X(=)) = { ('111 E 1ik I ('lfla = O for any a E g(_x{=)) }. 
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Figure 1. 

We call V{(X<00 l) the space of vacua associated with X(00 ) and Vx(X<00 )) 

the dual space of vacua associated with );( 00 ). 

Note that we have an isomorphism 

The above pairing (2.2-3 ) ( ) induces a complete pairing 

I ) : v{(:t< 00 l) X Vx(X<00 l) - C. 

For ~(oo) - (C · Q Q Q · t(oo) t(oo) t(oo)) 1 t P b --'- - , 1, 2, .•. , N , 1 , 2 , •.• , N e e a non-
singular point of the curve C and t a formal parameter of C at P. Put 

:Y.(oo) (C Q Q Q (oo) (oo) (oo) ) --'- = j 1, ... , N, N+1it1 , ... ,tN ,tN+l 

where QN+1 = P and t~~\ = t. 
Now let us describe the properties which we call propagation of 

vacua. Since there is a canonical inclusion 

1ix-----+ 1ix®1io 

Iv) -----+ Iv) © IO) 

we have a canonical surjection 

t - t t t" : 1i-®1io -----+ 1i- . 
).. ).. 

Proposition 2.2.3. The canonical surjection t* induces a canon

ical isomorphism 
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Proof. For an element (ii E v! (J::(00 )) put (wl = t"( (ii) E Ht. 
>.,o >. 

Choose f E H 0 ( C, Oc( * I:f=1 Qi)), X E g and lu) E 1ix.-Then by our 

definition we have 

N N 

L(wlpi(X[f])lu) = L(ilPi(X[f])lu 0 0). 
j=l j=l 

On the other hand, since f is regular at the point Q N +1 = P, we have 

Hence we have 

N N+l 

L(ilpj(X[J])lu 0 0) = L (WIPi(X[J])lu 0 0) = 0. 
j=l j=l 

Thus we have (wl E V}(X( 00 l) and we have a linear mapping 

First we shall show that the linear mapping i* is injective. 

Assume that (wl = i*((WI) = -0. By induction on p we show that 

(2.2-4) (Wlu 0 v) = 0, for all u E 1-ix. and v E Fp1io. 

By our assumption we have 

(wlu) = (Wlu 0 0) = O. 

Hence (2.2-4) is true for p = 0. Next assume that (2.2-4) holds for p. 

Choose an element X(m)lv) E Fp+11io, where Iv) E Fp1io. Choose a 

meromorphic function f E H 0 ( C, Oc( * I:f=~1 Qi)) and a positive inte

ger M such that 

(2.2-5) 

and that 

(2.2-6) 
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Then we have 

(WJu@ X(m)Jv) = (Wlu@ (X[f])v) 

N 

= - L(WJpi(X[f])u@ v) 
j=l 

=0 

since by the induction hypothesis (WJpj(X[f])u@ v) = 0. Thus (2.2-4) 

holds for p + 1. Thus (WJu@ v) = 0 for any Ju@ v) E Hx@ Ho. Hence, 

(WI= o. 
Next we shall show that t* is surjective. For that purpose, to a given 

('111 E V}(:t( 00 )) we attach an element (WI E Homc(Hx@ Ho, C) = 

H;0Hi. The linear functional (WI is defined inductively as a linear 

mapping of Hx@ FpHo to C as follows. First define 

(Wlu@ 0) = ('l!Ju) for any u E Hx. 

Then we have 

N N 

L (WJpi(X[g])Ju@ 0)) = L ('l!Jpi(X[g])Ju) = 0 
j=l j=l 

for any element g E H 0 (C, Oc(* I:f=:1 Q;)). 

Now assume that (WI is defined as a linear mapping of Hx@ FpHo 
to C with 

N 

(2.2-7) L (WJp;(X[g])Ju@ v) = 0 
j=l 

for any Ju® v) E Hx ® FpHo and g E H 0 (C, Oc( * I:f=1 Qi)). Then, on 

Hx ® Fp+l Ho the linear mapping (WI is defined by 

(2.2-8) 
N 

(WJu@X(m)v) = - L(Wl(Pi(X[f])u@v) for any u E Hx ,v E FpHo 
j=l 

where a meromorphic function f is chosen in the same way as in 

(2.2-5) and (2.2-6). It is easy to show that this is well-defined and 
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has the property 
N+l 

L (ilp;(X[/]) = 0 
j=l 

for each element/ E H 0 (C,Oc(* ~f:1/ Q;)). A straightforward calcu

lation shows the equality 

(ilu©X(m1)Y(m2)v) - (ilu © Y(m2)X(m1)v) 

= (iJu © ([X, Y](m1 + m2) + l · (X, Y)m18m,+m2 ,o)v). 

This equality shows that the (ii is defined at least as a linear mapping 

form rtx © Mo to C, where Mo is the Verma module associated to the 

trivial representation of the affine Lie algebra g. 
To show that (ii is a linear form on rtx © 1i0 , it is enough to show 

the equality 

(2.2-9) (ilu © Xe(-l)l+ 1JO) = 0. 

To prove (2.2-9) we first show 

(ilu © Xe(-ltlO) = 0 

N+l 

for sufficiently large n depending on Ju). Let / E H 0 ( C, 0 c( * L Q;)) 
i=l 

be a meromorphic function on C which satisfies the conditions (2.2-5) 
and (2.2-6) form= -1. By Corollary 1.4.6 there is a positive integer n 
depending on Ju) such that for any j, j = 1, ... , N, we have 

(2.2-10) P;(Xe[f]tlu) = 0, if k ~ n/N. 

Applying the formula (2.2-8), by (2.2-10) we .obtain 

= 0. 

Put 

E = X-e(l), F = Xe(-1), H = [E,F]; 
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Then {E, F, H} forms a .s((2, C)-triplet. Let Uu be a vector subspace 

of the Verma module Mo such that (WI is zero on Cju) 0 Mo and Nu 

the .s((2, C)-module generated by IO). Then the above equality (Wlu 0 

FnlO) = 0 means that the .s((2, C)-module Ru = N,.. + U,../U,.. is of finite 
dimension. Since we have 

HIO) = llO), 

by representation theory of .s((2, C) we conclude that Fl+ 1 IO) = 0 in 
R,... This means that 

(Wlu@Xe{-l)t+ilo) = o. 

Thus we obtain (WI Ev! (i<00 l) such that £*{(WI)= (wl. The details 
>.,O 

of the above argument can be found in [TKl,2.3)]. Q.E.D. 

Corollary 2.2.4. There is a canonical isomorphism 

Remark 2.2.5. Proposition 2.2.3 and Corollary 2.2.4 say that in 
the study of the space of vacua and its dual space attached to an N -

pointed stable curve with formal neighbourhoods we can add as many 
points with formal neighbourhoods as possible we need. Therefore, as 
we mentioned above, we can always assume that the condition (Q) is 

satisfied. Below this fact will be often used and play an essential role to 
prove important theorems. 

For an element µ E Pt put 

µt = -w(µ) 

where w is the longest element of the Weyl group of the simple Lie alge

bra g {in other word, w{ll+) = ,::l_). Note that µtis also characterized 

by the fact that -µt is the lowest weight of the g-module V,.. 

For an N-pointed stable curve x<00 ) = (C; Q1,Q 2, ... ,QN; ti00 l, 

t~00
), ••• , t~)) with formal neighbourhoods, assume that the curve Chas 

a double point P. Let v : C -+ C be the normalization at the point P. 

{See, for example, [Se, Chap. IV, Section 1 ].) Put v- 1(P) = {P',P"}. 

Furthermore we introduce formal neighbourhoods t1 <00 l and t11<00 l at P' 

and P", respectively. 
In the proof of the following Proposition 2.2.6 we shall use the results 

of Theorem 2.4.1. We shall not use Proposition 2.2.6 in the proof of the 
theorem. 
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P' V - p 

Figure 2. 

Proposition 2.2.6. Under the above notation, for an N-pointed 

bl ~(oo) - (C · Q Q Q · t(oo) t(oo) t(oo)) "th f sta e curve .:-1. - , 1, 2, •.• , N , 1 , 2 , •.. , N wi or-

mal neighbourhoods, put 

j(oo) = (C; P', P", Qi, ... , QNi t'(oo), t"(oo), t~ 00 l, ... , t~00
)). 

Then there is a canonical isomorphism 

/\N 
/\ N 

02 ON 
02 ON 

'CY I 'CY 
µ 

p· 

µ 

Figure 3. 

Proof. The diagonal action of g on Vµ 0 Vµt makes Vµ 0 Vµt a g
module and it contains a trivial g-module with multiplicity one. Let 

IOµ,µt) be a basis of the trivial g-submodule of Vµ 0 Vµt such that 

T(IOµ,µt)) = IOµt,µ), where Tis a canonical isomorphism 

T : Vµ 0 Vµt --t Vµt 0 Vµ 
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defined by T( a ® b) = b ® a. Hence H 1 >'. contains a subspace 
µ,µ' 

For any element (WI E vt t -(i<00 l), define ('111 EH} by 
µ,µ ,>. 

Then, for any meromorphic function f E H 0 ( C, Oc( * I:f=1 Q; )) we 

have 

N N 

L('l'lpj(X[/])l<I>) = L(Wl(Oµ,µt) ® Pj(X[f])<I>) 
j=l j=l 

N+2 

= L (WIP;(X[f])IOµ,µt ®<I>)= 0 

j=l 

since if we regard f as a meromorphic function on C, we have /(P') = 
/(P") and pp, (X[f])IOµ,µt) + PP" (X[f])IOµ,µt) = 0. Hence we have 

N N 

L('l'lp;(X[/]) = 0 for any f E H 0 (C,Oc(* L Q;)). 
j=l j=l 

Thus we have a canonical C-linear mapping 

We shall show that the mapping tµ is injective. For that purpose, first 

we show that for (WI E tµ((WI), (WI E vt 1 -(X( 00 l) we have 
µ,µ ,>. 

(2.2-11) ('l'IX(P)l<I>)dP = (WIX(P)IOµ,µt ® <I>)dP. 

Note that by Claim 3 of the proof of Theorem 2.4.1, the expansion of 

the left hand side of (2.2-11) at Q; with respect to the formal parameter ,i has the form 

L ('l'lp;(X(n))l<I>)(;n-ld'j. 
nEZ 
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Similarly the right hand side of (2.2-11) has the expansion 

L (Wlpj(X(n))IOµ,µt © if!)(;n-ld(j 
nEZ 

nEZ 

= L ('111P1(X(n))lif!)(;n-ld(j · 
nEZ 

483 

Hence the equality (2.2-11) holds. Similar argument shows the equality 

('1'IX1(Pi) ... XM(PM)lif!)dPi . .. dPM = 

(i!X1(Pi) .. . XM(PM)I0µ,µt 18) if!)dPi .. . dPM. 

Now assume that ('111 = 0. By Theorem 2.4.1, 3) we have 

(WIX2(P2) · .. XM(PM)IPP 1 (X1(n))o,,,,,t 18) if!)= 0. 

Applying again Theorem 2.4.1, 3), we obtain 

(Wlpp,(X2(n2)X1(n1))0,,,,,t ©if!)= 0 

(Wlpp1 (X1(n1))pp11(X2(n2))0µ,µt ©if!)= 0 

(Wlpp11 (X1(n1)X2(n2))0,,,,,1 ©if!)= 0. 

Repeating the same process we can show that 

(iii) = 0 for any i E 7-i t , 
µ,µ ,"" 

since 1iµ © 1iµt is an irreducible g x g-module. Hence tµ is injective. 

Let us consider a C-linear homomorphism 

We shall show that t is injective. For that purpose, to the points P' and 

P" we associate right g-modules and integrable right 9-modules. 

Fix an element ('111 E V!(.x<00 l). Let h be a meromorphic function 

on C such that 

{2.2-12) 

N 

h EH 0(c, Oc/* L Qj)) 

h(P') = 1 

h(P") = 0. 

j=l 
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If h' satisfies also the properties (2.2-12), then h - h' can be regarded 

as a meromorphic function on C and h - h' E H 0 (C, Oc(* r;f=1 Q;)). 

Hence, for each lu) E 1ix 

N 

z)Wlp;(X(h])ju) 
i=l 

is independent of the choice of a meromorphic function h satisfying (2.2-
12). For each element XE g define (Wjpp,(X) E Homc(Vx, C) by 

N 

(Wjpp,(X)lu) = - L(Wlp;(X(h])lu}, ju} E Vx 

i=l 

where h satisfies (2.2-12). This is well-defined. 
Next for X, YE g define (Wjpp,(X)pp,(Y) E Homc(Vx, C) by 

N 

(Wjpp1 (X)pp 1 (Y)lu) = L (Wlp;1(X(h1])p;.(Y(h2])1u} 

i1=l,i2=l 

lu) E Vx 

where h1 and h2 satisfy (2.2-12). The definition is independent of the 

choice of h1 by the same reason as above. That the definition is in

dependent of the choice of h2 is proved as follows. Since h2dh1 is a 

meromorphic one form on C having poles only at Q1, ... , Q N, we have 

I:f= 1 ResQ;(h2dh1) = 0. Therefore, we have the equality 

N 

L (WIPi1 (X(h1])P;.(Y(h2])1u} 

N 

= L (Wlp;.(Y(h2])p;i(X(h1])1u} + L(Wlp;([X, Y](h1h2])iu}. 
j=l 

The right hand side of the equality shows the independence of the choice 

of h2, since h1h2 also satisfies the properties {2.2-12). Moreover the 
above equality shows the equality 

(Wj(pp,(X)pp,(Y) - pp,(Y)pp,(X)) = (Wlpp,((X, Y]). 

In this way we can define a right g-module U( (WI) c Homc{Vx, C) at 

the point P'. By the same way we can construct a right g-module at 

the point P". 
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More generally, we can define an integrable right g-module U ( ( 'i_li I) c 
Homc(1-lx,C). For example, (w!pp,(X(n)) is defined as follows. Let g 

be a meromorphic function on C such that 

(2.2-13) 

N 

g E H 0 (C,Oc(* LQ;)) 
j=l 

g = (n mod ((M) at P 1 

g(P 11) = 0 

where f = t'-1({) is a formal parameter at the point P'. Then, define 
(wlpp,(X(n)) by 

N 

(w!pp,(X(n))!u) = - :Z::(w!p;(X[g])!u). 
j=l 

The definition is independent of the choice of a meromorphic function g 

satisfying (2.2-13). Similarly we can define (wlpp,(X(n))pp,(Y(m)) E 

Homc(1-lx, C) and we have the equality 

(2.2-14) 

(wl(pp,(X(n))pp,(Y(m)) - (wlpp,(Y(m))pp,(X(n))) 

= (w!pp,([X, Y](m + n)) + l · (X, Y)n6n+m,o(w!. 

In this way we can construct a right g-module U( (wl) c Homc(1-lx, C). 

Since the action of p3(Xa[g]), Xa E 9a is locally nilpotent by Corollary 

1.4.6, the action of pp,(Xa(m)) on U((w!) is locally nilpotent. Hence 

U((w!) is an integrable right g-module oflevel l. 
Thus to the point P' we associate a right g-module 

U(V!(X( 00 >)) = LJ U((w!) 

(>PIEV!('.£<00 >) 

and an integrable right g-module 

U(V!(X( 00 >)) = LJ U((wl) 

(>PIEV!(XC00 >) 

of level l. Since Vk(X{00 >) is finite-dimensional, by Theorem 4.2.4, 

U(Vk(X(00 >)) is a finite-dimensional right g-module. By (2.2-14) we 
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have an irreducible decomposition 

U(V}(X<00 >)) = EB vJEl)n,. 

(2.2-15) 
µEPt 

U(V}(x<=))) = EB 1i1$n,.. 
µEPt 

Now we are ready to prove the injectivity oft. For an element (WI E 

vt t -(i<00 )), put (WI= tµ((WI) and choose a meromorphic function h µ,µ ,A 

on C satisfying (2.2-12). Then we have 

N 

=(-1? L (WIPi1 (X1 [h)) •••Pih (Xk[h])lu) 
ii=l, ... ,j~=l 

Since pp,(X1(0)) · · · pp,(Xk(O))IOµ,µt )'s generate an irreducible left g

module isomorphic to VJ, we conclude 

Hence, for (WµI E vt t ,(i<00 >) and (W.,I EV t x(i<00 >), we have 
µ,µ. '" v,v ' 

U((WµI) n U{(W.,I) = 0. 

This means that t is injective, since 1,,. is injective. 

Finally let us prove that 1, is surjective. By {2.2-15) for an element 

(WI E v}(X<00 >) we have a decomposition 

We construct (WµI E Homc(1i t x, C) as follows. First note that Vµ ® µ,µ' 
Vµt is generated by elements 

pp 1 (X1) · · ·pp 1 (Xn)Pp 11 (Yi.) •••PP" (Ym)IOµ,µt) 

X1,---,Xn,Yi., ... ,Ym E g. 
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Moreover, (W,,I defines a right g-module U((W,,I) c Homc(1i_~,C). For 

each element Iv) E 1ls,. define 

(w,,10,,,,,t © v) = ('1>'1v). 

Define 

(W ,,IPP' (Xi)""" pp,(Xn)Pp 11 (Y1)". "PP" (Ym)o,,,,,t @ v) 

= (-l)m('1>',,jpp,(X1(0)) · · · pp,(Xn(0))pp,(Ym(0)) · · · pp,(Y1(0))v). 

This is well-defined, since the diagonal action of g on qo,,,,,t) is trivial. 

This defines (W,,I E Homc(V,,©V,,t ©1-ls,.,C). Now assume that we have 

already defined (W ,,I E Homc(Fp?-lµ © Fq1-lµt © 1-ls,., C) for non-negative 

integers p and q. Choose an element pP,(X(m))lu ©u' ©v) E Fp+11-l,, © 

Fq1-lµt © 1-ls,. with lu © u') E Fp?-lµ © Fq1-l,,t, Choose a meromorphic 

function f on C such that 

N 

/ E H 0(c, Oc(* L Q; + *P' + *P")) 
j=l 

f = fm mod (fM) at P' 

f = 0 mod (e''M) at P". 

Here we choose the positive integer Min such a way that pp,(X(n))lu) = 
0 and pp11(X(n))lu) = 0 for all n ~ M. Then we define 

N 

(W,,lpp1 (X(m))lu © u' © v) = - L(W,,lp;(X[f])lu © u' © v). 
i=l 

By the similar argument to the proof of Proposition 2.2.4 we can 
show that the definition is independent of the choice of a meromorphic 
function f satisfying the above conditions and we have 

(W,,I E Homc(Fp+11-l,, © Fq1-lµt © 1-ls,., C). 

Similarly we can define 

In this way we can show the existence of 
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Moreover, we can show that 

By our construction we have tµ((iµI) = ('11µ1- Q.E.D. 

Corollary 2.2.7. There is a canonical isomorphism 

Example 2.2.8. Let us consider the space ofvacua vf(x<00 l) with 

C = P 1 . We use the results in 2.41 especially Theorem 2.4.1. 
Let z be a global inhomogeneous coordinate of P 1 . For N points 

a1, ... , an E C, put 

u; =z-a;, j = 1, ... ,N 

and 
X(oo) = (P1;a1 1 ••• ,aNjU1, ... ,uN)-

Fix .\ E (Pt)N. Let us consider a homomorphism 

defined by 

i( ('111)(14>0)) = ('1Tl4>o), l4>o) E Vx. 

Let us show that the homomorphism i defines an injective homomor
phism 

(2.2-16) 

For that purpose, for an element X E g first consider a meromorphic 

one form F = ('1TIX(z)l4>o)dz in Theorem 2.4.1. By Theorem 2.4.1, 5) 
we have 

(2.2-17) 
N 1 

('1TIX(z)l4>o)dz = I:--('1Tlp;(X)4>o)dz 
i=l z - a; 

since the left hand side minus the right hand side is a holomorphic one 
form on P 1 , hence zero. By Theorem 2,4.1 3) we have 

('1Tlp;(X(n))4>o) = ~~(u7('1TIX(z)l4>o)dz). 
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Since (WJX(z)J<I>0 )dz is a global one form on P1, we have 

N N 

L(WJpj(X)<I>o) = L ~E;,s_((WJX(z)J<I>o)dz) = 0. 
j=l j=l J 

Hence, i( (WI) E Hom 9(V_;:, C). By the similar arguments, using Theorem 

2.4.1, 4) and 5) we have 

l · (X Y) 
(WJX(z)Y(w)l<I>o)dzdw = (z _ ~) 2 (WJ<I>o)dzdw 

1 
+ --(WJ[X, Y](w)J<I>o)dzdw 

z-w 

N 1 
+ I:--(WJY(w)Jp;(X)<I>o)dzdw 

i=l z - a; 

N 1 
+ L w _a. (WJX(z)IPi(Y)<I>o)dzdw. 

i=l 1 

The right hand side is uniquely determined by i( ('111). In this way we 

can show that i((WJ) determines uniquely the correlation functions of 

currents 

(WJX1 (zi) ... XA(ZA)l<I>o)dz1 ... dz A 

hence, determines uniquely the bilinear pairing 

v}(XC00 >) X 1i.,: -t C 

( (WJ, J<I>)) ~ (WJ<I>). 

Hence the mapping i is injective. 

Finally consider the case N = 3. In this case the image 

i(V}(x( 00 ))) c Homc(V_;:, C) 

is characterized by the following fusion rule ([GW], [TKl], [TK2]). For 
~ 3 
>. = (µ,v,>.) E P1 , put 

(2.2-18) Wµ,v,A = { </J E Hom 9(V,.. © Vv © VA, C) J condition ( *) } 

where the condition (*) is given as follows. Let f0 = CX0 EB CX_9 EB 
C[X9 ,X_ 9] be the principal 3-dimensional subalgebra of g, and let 

l/2 

VA= ffiWA,j 
j=O 
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be the decomposition to the spin-j homogeneous components of t9-
modules. Then the condition ( *) is 

(*) <f>Jw,..,,,®Wv,,®W,,.; = 0 if h + i + j > l. 
Then, we have 

2.3. Action of 1) 

For an N-pointed stable curve x<00 ) = (C; Q1,Q2,---,QN; t~00 l, 

t~00
), ••• , t~)) of genus g with formal neighbourhoods and an N-tuple 

h = (h1, ... , hN) E 1)ff,N, let us define ho X(oo) by 

(2.3-1) h- ~(oo) (C Q Q h (oo) h (oo)) o oh. = j 1, ... , N j 1 o t1 , ..• , N o t N . 

This defines a left 1)G,N action on the set of N-pointed stable curves of 
genus g with formal neighbourhoods. 

By Lemma 1.4.2, for an element h E 1) 1, there exists the unique 

derivation IE g,.1 with h = exp(I). 

Definition 2.3.1. The (V1 )G,N_actions on ?i,:. and 7-{,1 are defined 

by 

(2.3-2) 

(2.3-3) 

where 

N 

G[h]I~} = II P;(exp(-T[I;]))I~}, 
j=l 

N 

(-qilG[h] = II (-qiJp;( exp(-T[I;])), 
j=l 

- ( ) ( 1 )ff,N 1 h = h1, ... ,hN E 1) h; = exp(I;) I; E 4.. 

Lemma 2.3.2. For an element h E (V1 )ff,N, we have 

Remark 2.3.3. The above Lemma says that the space of vacua at

tached to X(oo) = (C; Q1,Q2, ... ,QN; t~00 l,t~ 00 l, ... ,t~00
)) does essen

tially depend on the first infinitesimal neighbourhoods. This fact will 
be clarified in Section 4 below. 
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2.4. Correlation functions 

Let C be a semi-stable curve and we its dualizing sheaf. Put 
M -----cM = C x ... x C. Then cM has singularities of codimension 1, but 

still we can define the dualizing sheaf WcM, since cM is locally a com

plete intersection. (See, for example, [BSl] or [Kl].) Moreover, we can 
show that 

W -w181M 
CM - C 

where 1ri : cM - C is the j-th projection and we define 

(See, for example, [Kl].) Since cM has singularities for a singular semi

stable curve, the (i,j)-th diagonal Aii ={(Pi,.;. ,PN )I Pi = Pi} of CM 
is only a Weil divisor and not a Cartier divisor. But it is wellsknown 

that 2Aii is a Cartier divisor. 

Theorem 2.4.1. · Fix (WI E Vl(XC00 l). For each non-negative in

teger M the data 

define an element 

of 
M N 

Ho( cM,w~M( L *Aii + LL*1r;1(Q;))' 
19<i~M i=l i=l 

where Aii = {(Pi, ... , PN) I Pi = P;} is the diagonal. The meromorphic 
form has the following properties. 

0) For M = 0, F =< Wl4.> > is the canonical pairing induced by 
the pairing (2.2-3). 

1) F is linear with respect to I 4.>) and multi-linear with respect to 
Xi's. 

2) For any permutation u E 6M, we have 
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For example, for a transposition (i, i + 1) we have 

F = (WIX1(P1) · · · Xi-1(Pi_i)Xi+1(Pi+1)Xi(Pi) 

Xi+2(Pi+2) .. . XM(PM )j'P)dP1dP2 ... dPM. 

3) Fork = 1, ... , N and {k = tk(oo)- 1 ({), if {k is a holomorphic 

coordinate, then we have the equality 

1 d~{i:(WIX({k)X1(Pi)X2(P2) ... XM(PM)l'P) 
le~ 21r -1 

= (WIX1 (P1)X2(P2) · · · XM(PM )IPk(X(n))'P) 

where Gk is a contour rounding only Qk and containing no other Q; 's 

nor Pi 's. 

4) For a local holomorphic coordinate z around a nonsingular 

point we have the following equality. 

(WIX(P)Y(P')X1(Pi)X2(P2) · · ·XM(PM)i'P) 

l · (X, Y) 
= (z(P) _ z(P')) 2 (WIX1(Pi)X2(P2) ·· ·XM(PM)l'P) 

+ z(P) ~ z(P') (Wj[X, Y](P')X1(Pi)X2(P2) · · ·XM(PM)i'P) 

+ regular at P = P' . 

5) For a local holomorphic coordinate z around Qi and for j'P) E 
Vx = V.x1 © · · · ® V.xN, we have an equality 

(WIX(P)X1(P1)X2(P2) · · ·XM(PM)IP) 

1 
z(P)- z(Qi) (WIX1(Pi)X2(P2) · · ·XM(PM)lp,(X)'P) 

+ regular at P = Q,. 

These functions meromorphic one forms F are called correlation 

functions of currents. 

Proof. Choose M + 1 non-singular points P1 , P2 , ••• , PM, P of the 

C d h · ~ al · hb h d (oo) (oo) (oo) P curve ant e1r1orm ne1g our oo stN+l•tN+ 2 , ••• ,tN+M+i· ut 

i(oo) _ (G· Q Q Q Q • loo) t<oo) ) - , 1, ... , N, N+l,···, N+M+l, 1 , ..• , N+M+l 

j(oo) = (G;Q1, ... ,QN,QN+1, ... ,QN+Mit~ 00
), ••• ,t}tiM) 
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where QN+i = P;, i = 1, ... , M and QN+M+i = P. By Proposition 
2.2.3 there are canonical isomorphisms 

LM: V!(X(oo)) ~ V! - (f(oo)) 
.>. .>.,OM 

LMH : V! - (f(oo)) ~ v! - (X(oo)) 
.>.,OM .>.,OM+l 

k 

where Ok=(~). For (W"I E vi(X( 00 )) put 

Claim 1. For any lu) E 1ix®1ioM and XE g, (i!u®X(-l)IO)d77 
defines a cotangent vector of the curve C at the point P. 

Proof. Choose a meromorphic function f E H 0 ( C, Oc( *(P + Q1 )) 

on C such that 

f = 11-1 + regular at P 

f = 0 mod ({7;) at Q;, j =fa 1 

where 77 = t~2~1({), {; = t}00 l- 1 ({) and n; is sufficiently large so that 

p;(X[f])lu) = 0 and / is holomorphic at Q;, j =fa 1. Then we have 

(ilu ® x(-1)10) = (ilu ® {X[f])!o) 

= -(ilp1{X[/])u ® 0). 

Hence, if we change a formal neighbourhood t~21 by i<;:21 , we have 

(i!u ® X(-1)10);, = a11(i!u ® X(-1)10) 71• 

This implies that (ilu ® X(-1)10) depends only on the first order in

finitesimal neighbourhood and (ilu ® X(-l)I0) 77d77 E T;,c is indepen
dent of the choice of a formal coordinate. 

Claim 2. Put 

Wj = L (ilp;(X(n))lu){;n-ld{;, j = 1, 2, ... , N + M 
nEZ 
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where {j = t;00 >-1 
({). There is a meromorphic I-form 

N+M 

w E H 0 (C,wc(* L Qi)) 
i=l 

on C such that 
t(w) = (w1,w2, ... ,WN+M) 

where the mapping t is defined in (2.1-4). 

Proof. For an element f E H0 (* ~f:~M Qi)) let /;{{j) = ~ a~){f 

be the formal Laurent expansion of f at the point Q; by the formal 

parameter {; = t;00 >-1({). Hence t(f) = (/1(6), ... , fN+M({N+M)). 

Then we have 

N+M N+M 

L "f;iU;({i)w;) = L L (ilp;(X(n))lu)a~> 
i=l ' i=l nEZ 

= (ilX © t(f)lu) = 0 

since ('IJ!IX © t(f) = 0 by our assumption. Therefore, by Lemma 2.1.5 

there exists an element w E H 0 (C,wc(* ~f:~M Q;)) with t(w) = (w1, 

... ,wN+M). This proves Claim 2. 

Claim 3. As a cotangent vector at P with formal parameter T/, 

(ilu © X(-l)IO)dr, and w coincide. 

In the following we express w by 

w = (ilX(P)ju)dP. 

Proof. Since (ilu©X(-l)IO)dr, is a cotangent vector at P, we may 
assume that T/ is a local holomorphic coordinate of C at P. Choose a 
meromorphic function f E H 0 (C, Oc(*(P + Qi)) on C such that 

f = r,- 1 + regular at P 

f = 0 mod (!.i;) at Q;, j =/= i, 1 S. j S. N + M 

where n; is sufficiently large so that P;(X[/])lu) = 0 and fw is holomor
phic at Q;, j =fa i, 1 S. j S. N + M. Then we have 

N+M 

(ilu ® x(-1)I0) = - L (ilPk(X[/])lu) 
k=l 

= -(ijpi(X[/])lu). 
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On the other hand, at the point P we have 

1 
Resp(-w) = Resp(fw) 

1J 
N+M 

= - L ResQh(fw) 
k=l 

= -ResQ,(fw) 

= - r.-~i (1i({i) L (iJpi{X{n))Ju){;n-ld{i) 
nEZ 

= -(WIPi(x[J])lu) 

= (iJu@ X{-l)J0) 71 

This proves Claim 3. 
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 2.4.1. Put 

The above argument shows that 
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is regarded as an element of Tj, 1 C @ • • • @ Tj,M C, if Pk # Q; and 

P; # Pk, j # k, and depends meromorphically on Pk. Hence, by 

the Hartogs theorem, it defines an element of H 0(CM,w~n=i<i *Ai;+ 

I:;~ 1 I;f:1 *7ri""1(Q;)). We denote this meromorphic section by 

The assertions O) and 1) are clear by our definition. For the assertion 
2) note that the meromorphic form defined above from the data 

¥loo) - {C· Q Q p p . t(oo) t(oo) ) 
.X.' - , 11···1 N, 1, ••• , M, 1 , ••• , N+M 

and the data 

TOO - (C· Q Q p p . t(oo) t(oo) 
Au - , 1, ••• , N, o-(1)1•••1 o-(M), 1 , ••• , N 1 

(oo) (oo) ) 
t N+o-(1) 1 • • • 1 t N+a-(M) 

are the same. This implies the assertion 2). 

The assertion 3) follows from Claim 2. 
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Let us prove the assertion 4). Let the point P' be in a small neigh

bour hood U of the point P with local coordinate z with center P. Let 

us choose a meromorphic function f E H 0( C, Oc( *p + ~f:iM *Qk)) 
such that 

f = z- 1 + regular at P. 

Moreover, changing the local coordinate at P if necessary, we may as

sume that f = z- 1 . Then w = z - z(P') is a local coordinate of C at 
M 

---------P'. As a cotangent vector at each point of ( P, P') x C x ... x C, 

is equal to 

(W*IX(-l)Op 0 Y(-l)Op, 0 ~)dzdw 

where 

(W* I = t( ('111 ), 

and 

Then we have 

(2.4-1) 

(i*IX(-l)Op 0 Y(-l)Op, 0 ~) = - (Wl(X[/])Y(-l)Op, 0 ~) 

N+M 

- L (WIY(-l)Op, 0 Pk(X[f])l~)-
k=l 

The second term of the right hand side of (2.4-1) is written as 

N+M 

- L (ilY(P')IPk(X[f])~)dP' 
k=l 

hence, it is holomorphic at the point P'. On the other hand, putting 

a= z(P') we have 

(X[f])Y(-l)jOp,) = (X[- 1-])(Y[w- 1])j0p,) 
w+a 

= ([X,Y][w-i] _ l·(X,Y)) jOp,). 
a a2 
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Hence the first term of the right hand side of (2.4-1) has the form 

l_·_(X_2-' Y_) (wjX1(P1) ... XM(PM)jc}) 
a 

- _!-_(wj[X, Yj(P')X1(P1) ... XM(PM)jc}). 
a 

Since -a= z(P) - z(P'), we. have the desired result. 
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The similar argument proves the assertion 5). Q.E.D. 

Furthermore we can show the following Proposition. 

Proposition 2.4.2. 

1) Fork= 1, ... ,N, we have 

J d~!;+1(wjT(!r.)X1(Pi)X2(P2) ... XM(PM)jcp) 
Jck 211" -1 

= (wjX1(Pi)X2(P2) ... XM(PM)lpr.(Ln)c}), 

where the energy-momentum tensor T(z) is defined by 

1 dimg ld" 

T(z) = 2(g• + l) ~z { ~ JO(z)r(w) - (z _U:,~2 }. 

Here, { J1, ... , Jdim 9 } is an orthonormal basis of the Lie algebra g. 
2) For a holomorphic coordinate transformation w =~ w(z) we 

have 

(wlT(w)X1(Pi)X2(P2) ... XM(PM)lcp)dw2 

= (wjT(z)X1(Pi)X2(P2) • • • XM(PM)lc})dz2 

- ~; {w(z);z}(wlX1(P1)X2(P2) ... XM(PM)lc})dz2 

where { w(z ); z} is the Schwarzian derivative. 

2.5. The space of vacua, general case. 

Now we define the space of vacua without assuming the condi

tion (Q) in 2.1. Let X(oo) = (C;Q1, ... ,QN;t~00 l, ... ,t~)) be an N
pointed stable curve with infinitesimal neighbourhoods. For a suffi
ciently large integer M, choose M points Qr. with infinitesimal neigh

bourhood t~00
), k = N + 1, ... , M + N in such a way that i(oo) = 

(C; Qi, ... , QM+N;t~00 l, ... ,t~JN) is an (M +N)-pointed stable curve 
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with infinitesimal neighbourhoods and satisfies the condition (Q). Put 

OM= (0, ... , 0) and define _____, 
M 

(2.5-1) 

The definition does not depend on the choice of the data (QN+1, ... , 

Q (oo) (oo) ) 
M+NitN+i•···,tN+M · 

§3. Universal family of pointed stable curves 

3.1. Deformations of pointed stable curves 

Let C be a compact Riemann surface of genus g. Infinitesimal de

formations of the Riemann surfaces are parameterized by the cohomol
ogy group H 1 ( C, 0c ), where 0c is the sheaf of germs of holomorphic 

vector fields on C. (See, for example (Ko].) More generally infinites-

imal deformations of the data X(n) = (C; Q1,Q2, ... ,QN; tin),t~n), 

... , t~)) of an N-pointed Riemann surface of genus g with n-th in

finitesimal neighbourhoods are parameterized by the cohomology group 

H 1 (C, 0c(-(n + 1)2:=_f=1 Q;). If C is a singular stable curve, then 

the cohomology group should be replaced by the cohomology group 

Ezth 0 (nh, Oc). (See, for example, (Ar], (DM, Section 1), (SGA7, Ex

pose VI, 6), (Bin).) Here, nh is the sheaf of Kahler differentials of the 
curve C. (See, for example, (Ha, Chap. II, 8) or (Se). In our situation, 
we may regard the exact sequence (3.1-3) as a definition of the sheaf 

nh.) Put 0c = Hom 00 (nh,Oc). There is an exact sequence 

N 

0 - H 1(C,0c(-(n + 1) L Q;)) 
j=l 

(3.1-1) N 

- Exth 0 (nh,Oc(-(n + 1) L Q;)) 
j=l 

- H 0 (C, Exth 0 (nh, Oc)) - 0. 

If the stable curve Chas q double points Pi, P2 , ••• , Pq, then we have 

1 1 { C, if Q = P;, 
Ext 00 (n 0 ,0c)Q = . . 

0, otherwise. 

i = 1,2, ... ,q 
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Hence we have 

H 0 (C,Exthc(O.~,Oc)) ::cc Cq. 

Each element of H 1 (C,0c(-(n + l)Lf= 1 Qj}} corresponds to an in

finitesimal deformation of the data :t(n) = (C; Q1,Q 2, .. ,,QN; tin), 
t (n) t(n)} · th · l ·t· 

2 , ••• , N preserving e szngu ari ies. 

D fl · · 3 1 1 D ( Y B -(n) ;(n) e n1tion . . . ata 71': -+ ;s1,s2, .. ,,sN;t 1 ,t 2 , •.• , 

[(;;l) are called a (holomorphic) family of N-pointed stable curves of 

genus g with n-th infinitesimal neighbourhoods, if the following condi

tions are satisfied. 

(1) Y and B are connected complex manifolds, 71' : Y -+ B is a 

proper flat holomorphic map and s1, s2, ... , s N are holomorphic sections 

of 71'. 

(2) For each point b EB the data (Yb:= 71'-1(b);s 1 (b),s 2 (b), ... , 

sN(b)) is an N-pointed stable curve of genus g. 

(3) t}n) is an 0 8 -algebra isomorphism 

where Is; is the defining ideal of Sj(B) in Y. 

Similarly we define a family of N-pointed stable curve of genus g 

with formal neighbourhoods (11': Y-+ B;s1,s2, .. ,,sN;ti 00 ),~oo), ... , 

f}.oo)). 

Proposition 3.1.2. For a family of N-pointed stable curve of 

genus g with formal neighbourhoods (11': Y-+ B; s 1 , s 2 , ... , SNi 4nl, ~n), 
... , [(;;l) and for each point b E B, there exists a C-linear mapping 

N 

(3.1-2) Pb: TbB-+ ExthyJnh, Oyb(-(n + 1) L Sj(b))), 
j=l 

The linear mapping Pb is called the Kodaira-Spencer mapping of the 

f il ( B ;(n) ;(n) ;(n)) h . b am y 71':Y-+ ;s1,s2, ... ,sN;t 1 ,t 2 , ... ,tN att epomt. 

Since the proposition plays an important role in our formulation of 

conformal field theory, we give rather detailed discussions about a proof. 

For the fundamental properties of the functor Ext we refer the reader 
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to [Ha, Chap. III, 6]. Put C = Yb, Q1 = s1(b). Let Ic be the sheaf of 

the defining ideal of C in Y. There is an exact sequence 

( 3.1-3) o--+ Ic/Ib--+ n} ® Oc--+ n~--+ o. 

This gives a locally free resolution of the sheaf n~. The sheaf Ic / Ib 

is the conormal sheaf of the curve C in Y and we have a canonical 

isomorphism 

(TtB) ©c Oc C:c:'. Ic/I&. 

Hence there are canonical isomorphisms 

(3.1-4) 

(3.1-5) 

Put 

Hom 0 c(Ic/Ib,Oc) C:c:'. TbB ©c Oc, 

Hom 0 c(n} ©oy Oc,Oc) C:c:'. 0y ©oy Oc. 

J0 = 0y ©oy Oc, I 1 = nB ©oc Oc. 

In other words, we have an exact sequence 

0 --+ 0c --+ I 0 --+ I 1 --+ Ext2Jc (n~, Oc) --+ 0. 

Then applying H om0 c ( , Oc) to the exact sequence (3.1-3) and using 

the canonical isomorphisms (3.1-4) and (3.1-5), we obtain a complex of 

sheaves 

(3.1-6) 0 --+ J0 ~ I 1 --+ 0. 

The cohomology groups of the complex (3.1-6) are Ext 0c (Ob Oc ). 

That is, we have 

Ext 0 = Ker{1r.: J0 --+ I 1 } = 0c, 

Ext 1 = Coker{1r.: J0 --+ I 1 }. 

Note that the map 1r. in (3.1-6) is surjective outside the double points 

P1 , P2, ... , Pq of the curve C. The cohomology groups Ext 0c(nc, Oc) 

is calculated as follows. Choose an open covering U = {U>-hEA of the 

curve C. Let Ck (U, Im) be k-th co chains with values in the sheaf Im. 

Put 

Kn= (fl Ck(U,Im). 
k+m=n 

We define the differentials 8n of {Kn} as follows. For any element { ef>a} E 

c0 (U, J0 ) = K 0 we define 

8°{¢a} = ({1r.(ef>a)}, {¢,a -¢a}) E C 0 (U,I 1 ) Efl C 1 (U,J 0 ) = K 1 . 
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For each element ({'Pa}, {0a,a}) E c 0 (U,J 1 )EBC1 (U,I 0 ) = K 1 we define 

81 ( {'Pa}, { 0 a,6}) = { ( 'P ,6 - 'Pa) - 7f * ( 0 a,6)}, { 0 ,6-y - 0 a-y + 0 a,6}) 

E C 1 (U,J 1 ) EB C 2 (U,I 0 ) = K 2 • 

Other <5k 's are defined to be the zero map. Then { K·, s•} is a complex 

and if the covering is good, namely each open set U;. is different from 

C, then we have 

Assume that the covering U is good. Assume further that each of the 

points Q/s and P/s is contained in only one open set U-y. For each 

tangent vector 0 E nB of B at b, there is a vector field 0 on a neigh

bourhood of b. Then there is a lifting 0a on ila \ I: of the vector field 0, 
- -

where Ua is an open set in Y with Ua = Ua n C and I: is the locus of 

double points of fibres of 1r. Put 

'Pa= 0 E H 0 (Ua,Tb 0 Oc) 
N N 0 

0a,a = (0,a - 0a)luanu13 E H (Ua n U,a, 0y 0oy Oc ). 

Then '11( 0) = ( { 'Pa}, { 0a,a}) is an element of K 1 and by definition we 

have 81 (W(0)) = 0, hence defines an element [~(0)] of Ext~ 0 (0.c, Oc). 

Thus we have a C-linear mapping 

This is the Kodaira-Spencer mapping of 1r : Y -t B at b. 

So far we do not consider the points Qi and n-th infinitesimal 

neighbourhoods. To define the Kodaira-Spencer mapping of the fam-

il ( Y B ;(n) N(n) ;(n)) d b f 1 y 1r: -t ;s1,s2,---,sN;t 1 ,t 2 , ... ,tN wenee to ecareu 

to choose a lifting 0a of 0, namely the lifting should respects the n-th 

formal neighbourhoods. For simplicity assume that the point Qi is con

tained in an open set Ui. Choose local coordinates ( u1, u2, . .. , Um) of 

B with center b. Then we can choose local coordinates of Y with center 

Qi as (u1 ,u 2 , ••• ,um,z). We may assume that Uj is contained in the 

coordinate neighbourhood of Qi with the above coordinates. By these 

coordinates the vector field 0 is expressed in a form L ak ( u) 8
8 . Then, 
Uk 

as 0i we choose the same form Lak(u) 8
8 . Other lifting is given by 
Uk 
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a form 
8 8 L ak(u)-8 + A(u,z)- 8 . 
Uk Z 

To preserve then-th formal neighbourhoods A( u, z) has the zero of order 

n + 1 at Qi. Precisely speaking, if we choose the lifting Bj above then 

we have an element '1i(0) as above. This lifting does depend on the 

choice of the local coordinates. If we choose other local coordinates, 

'1i(0) changes by adding 8°({</>a}). <Pa corresponds to an infinitesimal 

change of local coordinates of Ua. Hence <Pa needs to preserve the n-th 

formal neighbourhoods. Let I~+i and J;,+i be Oc-submodules of J0 and 

J1, respectively defined by 

N 

I~+i = Hom 00 (n~ ©oy Oc, Oc(-(n + 1) L Qi)) 
j=l 

N 

'.::c 0y ©oy Oc(-(n + 1) L Qi) 
j=l 

N 

I;,+1 = Hom 00 (Ic/I&,Oc(-(n + 1) L Qj)) 
j=l 

N 

'.:c nB ©c Oc(-(n + 1) L Qj)-
j=l 

Then, again we have a complex of sheaves 

and ({<Pa}, {0a,13}) defines a cohomology class ['1'(0)] of the complex 

{ K!+i, 8•}, where we define 

K!+i = EB cm(U,I;+ 1 ). 
m+l=p 

The cohomology group of {K!+ 1, 8·} is Ext 00(n~, Oc(-(n+l) L Qi)). 

Hence [w(0)] is an element of Exth 0 (nh, Oc(-(n+ 1) L Qi)). This de

fines the Kodaira-Spencer mapping of the family ( 1r : Y - B; s1, s2 , ••• , 

t;(n) ;(n) ;(n)) W h h .. SNi 1 , t2 , ••• , t N . et us prove t e Propos1t10n 3.1.2. 

A sheaf version of Proposition 3.1.2 is the following. 

Corollary 3.1.3. If (1r: Y-. B;s1,s2, ... ,SNi~n),4n), ... ,it')) 
is a family of N-pointed smooth curve of genus g with n-th infinitesimal 
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neighbourhoods, the Kodaira-Spencer mapping p8 induces an 0 8 -module 

homomorphism 

N 

p: 0y--+ R11r*Hom(n½,-1B, 0y(-(n + 1) L s;(B))). 

i=l 

Definition 3.1.4. A family ( 1rCn) : c(n) --+ B(n); s~n), s~n), ... , 

s<;;); 4n), 4n), ... , i<;;l) of N-pointed stable curves of genus g is called a 

local universal family, if the Kodaira-Spencer mapping 

N 

(3.1-7) p,, : T,, --+ Exth 0 • (nh 0 ., Oc. (-(n + 1) L s}n)(s))) 

i=l 

is isomorphic at each point s E B(n). 

The following theorem plays a crucial role in our conformal field 
theory. 

Theorem 3.1.5. For each N-pointed stable curve X(n) = ( C; Q 1 , 

Q2, ... , QN; 4n), t~n), ... , t<;;l) of genus g with n-th infinitesimal neigh

bourhoods, there always exists a local universal family ( 7r(n) : c(n) --+ 

B(n) j s~n), s~n), ... , s<;;) j 4n), 4n), ... , t<;;)) with point XE B(n) such that 

C., = 7r(n)- 1(x) ~ C and that with respect to this isomorphism we have 

t(n) = £{_n) le . 
1 1 • 

Proof. The theorem is a consequence of a deformation theory ([Ar], 
[Sc], [SGA 7], [Bin]). Since we need an explicit description of a local uni

versal family ~l) below, we give a method to construct a local universal 
family. 

By our assumption, the curve C has only ordinary double points. 
Hence, by a deformation theory, there exists a versal family 1r : C --+ 8 

with specified point x E 8 such that C., = 1r- 1 (x) ~ C. Here, "versal" 
means that the Kodaira-Spencer mapping 

p., : T.,8 --+ Exthc., (nh., Oc.) 

is isomorphic. (Since the automorphism group of C may be infinite, the 
family 1r: C --+ 8 may not be universal at the point x but semi-universal.) 
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Put 

5(0) = CN \ (u. t:,.ij LJ{ singular points of CN }) 

•<1 

where 

t:,.ij = { (x1, .. ,,xN) E cN I Xi= Xj} 

is the (i,j)-th diagonal. There is a natural holomorphic mapping 

p : 5(o) ~ 8. Put also 

c(O) = C X13 5(o) 

and let 7r(o) : c(o) -+ 5(o) be the projection to the second factor. By 

our definition, (Q 1, .. ,,QN) E p- 1 (x). Put x0 = (Q 1, .. ,,QN) E 5(o). 

Then we have 7r(o)- 1 (x0 ) = Cx x x 0 c::c C. Moreover, we can define 

holomorphic sections 

by 

S(_O) : 5(0) -+ c(0) 
J 

s; 0\(Pi, ... PN)) = (P1,Pi, ... ,PN) EC X138(o)_ 

Then we have s;0)(x0 ) = (Q1,x 0 ). It is easy to show that J(0) = (1r(o): 

c(o) -+ 5(o); s~o), ... , s~)) is universal at each point of 5(o). 

Next we construct the family J(l). For that purpose, put 

Thus T
8

(o)C( 0 ) consists of tangent vectors of c(o) at s;0) (8( 0 )) tangent to 
, 

the fibres of 1r(o). T (o) c( 0) is a holomorphic line bundle over 5(o). Put 
s; 

further 

5(l) = T10)C(O) X13(0) • • • X13(0) T10 l(O) 
8 1 SN 

c( 1l = c( 0 l x 13<o) 5( 1l. 

Let 7r(l) : c(l) -+ 5(1) be the projection to the second factor and 

p 1 : 5(1) -+ 5(o) the natural holomorphic mapping. The holomorphic 

sections s;0) lifts to holomorphic sections s; 1) : 5(1) -+ c(l) by 
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Moreover, for each element y = ( v1, ... , v N) E B(l l, by using the canon

ical isomorphism Oc(lJ/1 (1) ~ 0 8 c1J, we can define 0 8 cl)-module homo
s; 

morphism 

where we regard v; as a derivation. 

Note that the first order infinitesimal neighbourhood t;1) of the curve 

C defines a derivation v; E T01 C by 

where / is a holomorphic function at the point Q. Hence the data 

X(l) define a point :z:1 E B(l) with p 1{:i:1) = :z:0 • Moreover, 1r(1l- 1(xi) 
is isomorphic to the curve C and with respect to this isomorphism we 

have 

t<,1) le = t(l) . 
1 J 

It is easy to show that our family ~ 1) = ( 1r(1) : c( 1) -+ B( 1) ; s~1), 8 ~1), 

(1l tiC1l tiC1l tiC1>) · • 1 t ch · t f s( 1> ... , s N ; 1 , 2 , ••• , N 1s uruversa a ea porn o . 

Similarly, using the n-th jet bundle, we can construct local univer
sal family of N-pointed stable curves with n-th infinitesimal neighbour-
hoods. Q.E.D. 

Let ( .,,.(n) . c(n)-+ s(n). s(n) s(n) s(n). ti(n) ti(n) ti(n)) be a 
" • , 1 , 2 , ••• , N , 1 , 2 , ••• , N 

local universal family of N-pointed stable curve of genus g with n-th 

infinitesimal neighbourhoods. Put 

(3.1-8) 

1;(n) = { p E c(n) I d1r~) : Tpc(n) -+ T,..(n)(P)B(n) is not surjective} 

(3.1-9) 
n(n) = 7r(n)(1:(n)). 

The set 1;(n) is called the criticallocus of the family and n(n) is called the 

discriminant locus of the family. The following lemma is a consequence 
of the deformation theory of singular curves with ordinary double points. 

(See for example [Ar], [DM, Section 1] or [SGA 7, Expose VI, 6].) 
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Lemma 3.1.6. For a local universal family ( 1r(n) : c(n) -+ s(n); 

s~n), s~n), ... , s<;;); i~n), i~n), ... , i<;;)) of N-pointed stable curve of genus 

g with n-th infinitesimal neighbourhoods, assume 2g - 2 + N ~ 1. 

1) We have 

dimB(n) = 3g - 3 + (n + l)N 

dimc(n) = 3g - 2 + (n + l)N. 

2) The critical locus 1:(n) is a smooth subvariety of codimension 2 

in c(n)_ 

3) The discriminant locus n(n) is a divisor with normal crossings 
in s(n)_ 

3.2. Kodaira-Spencer mapping 

Let us consider a local universal family J(n) = ( 1r(n) : c(n) -+ s(n); 

(n) (n) (n). ;(n) -(n) ;(n)) fN . d bl f s1 , s2 , ••• , s N , t 1 , t2 , ••• , t N o -pomte sta e curves o genus 

g with n-th infinitesimal neighbourhoods. In the following we need to 

consider locally a family J(n). For that purpose we introduce the fol

lowing local coordinates of c(n). 

For a point P E :E(n) of the critical locus of 7r(n), we can choose 

local coordinates ( u1 , u2 , ••• , u M _ 1 , z, w) of c( n) with center P and local 

coordinates ( T1 , T2 , • .. , TM) of B( n) with center 7r( n) ( P) such that the 

holomorphic mapping 7r(n) is given by 

In other word, we have 

(n)* { Uk, 
11" Tk = 

zw, 

k = 1,2, ... ,M-1 

k=M. 

For a point P E c( n) \ I;( n) we can choose local coordinates ( u 1 , u 2 , 

.. ,,uM,z) ofc(n) with center P and local coordinates (T 1,T2, .. ,,TM) 

of s(n) with center 7r(nl(P) such that the holomorphic mapping is given 

by 

( U1, U2, , , • , UM, Z) 1-----t ( U1, U2, , •• , UM) = ( T1, T2, ... , TM) . 

An Oc(n)-module nb(n) /B(n) is defined by the following exact se
quence 

(n)- 1 ,-,1 0 r,l r,l 0 
71" HB(n) ®os(n) C(n) -+ Hc(n) -+ Hc(n) /B(n) -+ . 
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The sheaf f2°2< .. l/B<"l is called the sheaf of germs of relative I-forms of 

the family 7l"(n) : c(n) - s(n). Let us describe the sheaf n2(n) fB(n), 

by using the above local coordinates. In a neighbourhood of a point 

P E c(n) \ :E(n), the sheaf n2(n) fB(n) is locally isomorphic to Oe(n) dz. In a 

small neighbourhood of P E :E(n), we have an Oe<ni-module isomorphism 

{3.2-1) 

Moreover, we have the following lemma. 

Lelillila 3.2.1. The following sequence 

{3.2-2) 0 (n)- 1 nl " nl nl 0 
-> 71" UB(n) ®os(n) ve(n) -> Ue(n) -> He(n) fB(n) -> 

is exact and gives a locally free resolution of the sheaf n2<"l /B<">. 

Let We(n)jB(n) be the relative dualizing sheaf of 7l"(n): c(n)-> B(n). 

Since c(n) and B(n) are non-singular and rr(n) is flat, we have an Oe<nJ

module isomorphism 

rv (n)* -1 
We(") fB(n) - We(") @ 71" WB(n) 

where wy is the dualizing sheaf ( canonical sheaf) of a complex manifold 

Y. {See, for example, [Kl].) The relative dualizing sheaf We(nl/B<"l is 

described locally as follows. 
In a small neighbourhood of a point P E c(n) \ :E(n), we have 

We(n) /B(n) = n2(n) /B(n) ~ Oe(n) dz. 

In a small neighbourhood of a point P E :E(n), we have 

We(")fB(n) ~ Oecni(dz /\ dw)@ (drM)- 1 • 

In particular, we have 

with relation 

if zw i- 0. 

{ 

Oec"i dz if z i- 0 

We(") /B(n) ~ :w 
Oe< .. J - if w i- 0 

w 
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Lemma 3.2.2. There exits an exact sequence 

Proof. The mapping n2(n) /B(n) -+ Wc(n) /B(n) is given locally in a 

neighbourhood of a point P E c(n) \ 1:(n) by 

dz f----, dz 

and in a neighbourhood of a point P E 1:(n) by 

dz f----, z(dz I\ dw) © (drM)- 1 

dw f----, w(dz I\ dw) © (drM)- 1 . 

In particular, we have 

dz 
dz f----, z- if z-:/= 0 

z 

dw 
dw f----, w- if w =I-0. 

w 

This proves Lemma 3.2.2. Q.E.D. 

Lemma 3.2.3. Put 

(3.2-3) 

Then 0c(n) /B(n) is an invertible Oc(n) -module and there is an isomor

phism 

(3.2-3a) 

Hence, 0c(n) /B(n) is an invertible sheaf. 

Proof. By (3.2-2) it is easy to show that in a neighbourhood of a 

point P E c(n) \ 1:(n) we have an isomorphism 

{) 

0c(n) /B(n) ~ Oc(n) {)z 

and in a neighbourhood of a point P E 1:(n) we have an isomorphism 

(3.2-4) 

By this fact and (3.2-1), we have the desired result. Q.E.D. 
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From the exact sequence (3.2-2) we obtain the following Corollary. 

Corollary 3.2.4. The following sequence 

0 -t 0c(n)fB(n) -t 0c(n) -t 11'(n)- 1
0B(n) © Oc(n) 

-t Ext~c<n> (!12<nJ ;s<nJ, Oc<n>) -t 0 

of Oc<n> -modules is exact. 

Lemma 3.2.5. There exists an exact sequence 

(3.2-5) 

where 

and ln<n> is the sheaf of the defining ideal of n(n) in B(n). 

Proof. First note that the sheaf 0 8 (n) (- log D(n)) is a sheaf of 
germs of vector fields on B(n) tangent to n(n). Since 11'(n) : c(n) -t B(n) is 

a local universal family, using the Kodaira-Spencer mapping and (3.1-1 ), 

for each point s E B(n) we have an exact sequence 

N 

0 -t H 1 (C., 0c.(:---(n + 1) Lsi(s))) -t T.B(n) 

j=l 

-t H 0 (C.,Ext~ 0 .(nh.,Oc.))-t 0. 

Each element of H 1(C., 0 0 .(-(n + 1) I:f=1 si(s))) corresponds to a 

tangent vector of B(n) at s preserving the singularities of c •. Hence the 
sheaf version of the above exact sequence is the exact sequence (3.2-5). 

Q.E.D. 

Theorem 3 2 6 Let ( 11'(n) . c(n) -t B(n). s(n) s(n) s(n). 
• • • • , 1 , 2 , ... , N , 

tt>, ~n), ..• , ~)) be a local universal family of N-pointed stable curves 

of genus g with n-th. infinitesimal neighbourhoods. Then there exists an 

0 8 (n) -module isomorphism 

(3.2-6} 
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Proof. Applying H om 0 ( ,Oc<n>) to the exact sequence (3.2-c(n) 
2), we obtain the following exact sequence 

(3.2-7) 

0----> 0c(n)fB(n) ----> 0c(n) ----,7r(n)- 105(n)@ Oc(n) 

----> Ext27 (Dc\n>;B<n>, Oc(n>) ----> 0. c(n) 

This exact sequence splits into the following short exact sequences. 

(3.2-8) 

(3.2-9) 

Let T be a sheaf of germs of holomorphic vector fields on c(n) pre

serving n-th infinitesimal neighbourhoods. The sheaf Tis given by 

(3.2-10) T = { V E 0c(n) I v(Is) C 1:s+1 } , 

where we put S = I:;f=1 S3. The sheaf Tis an Oc(nJ-submodule of 0c(n) 

and coincides with 0c(nl outside LJf=1 S3. For a point P E S3 we let 

( u1 , u2 , •.. , u M, z) be local coordinates of c< n) with center P such that 

( u1 , u2, ... , UM) are the coordinates of 13( n) with center 1r< n) ( P) and that 

S3 is defined by the equation z = 0 in a neighbourhood of P. Then, in 

a neighbourhood of P the sheaf T is generated by 

n+l {) {) {) 

z oz' 8u1' · · ·' OUM 

as an Oc(n)-module. Hence Tis locally free on c(n)_ 

Let us consider the exact sequences (3.2-8) and (3.2-9). Since the 

support of Ext27c(n) (n2(n) /B(n), Oc(n)) is in 1;(n), the sheaf Mis equal to 

1r<n>- 10 8 (n> @Oc<n> on o(n) \ 1;(n). By using the above local coordinates 

of c(n) with center PE S3, the restriction of K- to Tin a neighbourhood 

of P is given by 

( ) (n+l) {) " ( ) {) " {) 
a u,z z oz+ ~Bi u,z au· 1-------t ~B 3(u,z)au·· 

J J 
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Hence K : T -+ Mis surjective and its kernel is 0c(n) /B(n) ( -(n + l)s(n)) 

in a neighbourhood of P. On the other hand, on 13(n) \ LJf=1 Si the sheaf 

T is equal to 0c<n>. Thus we have an exact sequence 

(3.2-8a) 

From the exact sequence (3.2-8a) we obtain a long exact sequence 

(3.2-11) 

0-+ 7l'ln\0c(n)fB(n)(-(n + l)S(n))) -2:, 7l'ln)y 

-+ 7l'ln) M J!. R 11l'ln\0c<nl/B<n>(-(n + l)S(n))) 

-+ R11l'in)y-+ R 1 7l'in) M-+ 0. 

Put Bo = B(n) \ n(n), Co = 7l'(nl-1 (Bo), 7l'o = 7l'(nl[Co, Then on Bo, 

7l'o.M = 0 8 (n) and the homomorphism pis the Kodaira-Spencer map

ping by Corollary 3.1.3. Since our family is a local universal one, p is 

isomorphic on B0 • Therefore, the sheaf homomorphism r in (3.2-11) is 

isomorphic on Bo, But on Bo we have 7l'ln\0ccn> /B<n> (-(n+l)S(nl)) = 0. 

Therefore, 7l'ln)y = 0 on Bo. As Tis locally free, 7l'in)y is torsion free, 

hence 7l'ln)y = 0 on B(n). This also implies 

(3.2-12) 

on B(n). 

Next we show that pin (3.2-11) is isomorphic. For that purpose it 

is enough to show that R 11l'ln)y is locally free, because, if R 1 1l'ln)y is 

locally free, as p is isomorphic on Bo, Coker p is a torsion subsheaf of 

R 11l'ln)T, hence zero. By the cohomology theory of coherent sheaves, 

x(T © Oc.) = dime H 0 (Cs, T © Oc.) - dime H 1(Cs, T © Oc.) 

is independent of s E B(n), where Cs = 7l'n-1 (s). (See, for exam

ple, [BSl].) Moreover, if dime H 1 (Cs, T © Oc.) is independent of s, 

say k, since we have H 2 (Cs, T © Oc.) = O, R 11l'ln)y is a locally free 

0 8 <nJ-module of rank k on B(n). Therefore, it is enough to show that 

H 0 ( Cs, T © Oc.) = 0 for all s E B(n). 

Since Cs is a locally complete intersection in c(n), we have an exact 

sequence 
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where N is the normal bundle of c. in c(n) which is a trivial bundle 

of rank 3g - 3 + (n + l}N. (See, for example, [Ar].) From this exact 

sequence we obtain two short exact sequences 

0 ---+ 0c. ---+ 0c<n) 0 Oc. ---+ M. ---+ 0, 

0 ---+ M. ---+ Oc. (N} ---+ Extb 0 • (O.c., Oc.} ---+ 0. 

Similarly as above we have an exact sequence 

N 

0---+ 0c,(-(n+ 1} LQi)---+ T00c.---+ M.---+ 0, 
j=l 

where Qi= si(s). This gives a long exact sequence 

(3.2-13} 

O = H 0 ( c., 0c. (-(n + 1} L Qi)) 

---+ H 0 (C., T 0 Oc.}---+ H 0 (C., M.} 

!!. H 1 (C., 0c, (-(n + 1} L Qi)) ---+ H 1 ( c., T 0 Oc.}. 

The co homology group H 0 (Cs, M.) parameterizes infinitesimal displace

ments of c. in c(n). (For the details see Tsuboi [Ts], where the theory is 

formulated without n-th infinitesimal neighbourhoods, but the extension 

of the theory to our situation is immediate.) Since 1r(n) : c(n) ---+ B(n) 

is a local universal family, infinitesimal displacements of c. in c(n) and 

infinitesimal deformations of c. coincide. Hence the homomorphism p 

in (3.2-13} is isomorphic. Hence we have H 0( c., T 0 0 0 J = 0. 

Finally we show that 1rln)M is isomorphic to 0 8 (n)(-logD(n)). 

From (3.2-9} we obtain an exact sequence 

0 ---+ 1rln) M ---+ 0 5 (n) ..!+ 1rin\Extbc<,./°'~< .. ) /B<"l, Oc<nl)). 

The homomorphism t is the same to the one appearing in the exact 

sequence (3.2-5). Hence t is surjective. Therefore, by Lemma 3.2.5 

1rln) Mis isomorphic to 0 5 c .. ) (-log n(nl). Q.E.D. 

Remark 3.2.7. The homomorphism pin the above Theorem 3.2.6 

is also called Kodaira-Spencer mapping. The above proof shows that 

there exists an exact sequence 

0 ---+ 0c(n) /.B(n) (-( n + 1} L Sj} ---tT ---+ 7r(n)- 1 0.5(n) 0 Oc(n) 

---+ Ext~c. (nh., Oc.} ---+ 0 
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where Tis a subsheaf of 0ccnJ defined in (3.2-10). Choose a small Stein 

open set U C B(n) and a vector field v .E H 0(U,0 8 cnJ(-logD(n))). 

Choose also a Stein open covering {U1 };EJ of 7r(n)-1 (U). Then v also 

defines an element 1r(n)*v E H 0 (U1,1r(n)- 10 8 c .. > © Oc<n>), whose image 

to Exthc. (11c., Oc.) is zero, since the tangent vector vis a direction of 

an infinitesimal deformation preserving singularities. Therefore, if U1 is 

small enough, we can find an element v1 E H 0(U1, T) which is mapped 

to 7r(n)* v. Then, we have 

Vij = Vj - Vi E H 0 (U; n Uj, 0c(n)jB(n)(-(n + I)S)) 

and {Vii} defines an element 

The mapping 

Vi- [{Vij}] 

is nothing but the Kodaira-Spencer mapping p in Theorem 3.2.6. 

3.3. Tower of local universal families 

Let J(0l = ( 7r(o) : c(o) -+ s(o) ; s~0), s~0), ••• , s~)) be a local univer

sal family of N-pointed stable curves of genus g. The proof of Theorem 

3.1.5 says that the family J(0) can be constructed from a local versal 

family 1r: C-+ B of the semi-stable curve C. The following theorem is 

an easy consequence of the proof of Theorem 3 .1.5 and plays an essential 

role in our theory. 

Theorem 3.3.1. Let ( 7r(O) : c(o) -+ s(o) ; s~0), s~0), ••• , s~)) be a 

local universal family of N -pointed stable curves of genus g. Then for 

each non-negative integer n we have a local universal family J< n) = ( 7r( n) 

: c(n) -+ s(n); s~n), s~n), ••. , s~); £in), ~n), ... , it)) of N-pointed stable 

curves of genus g with n-th infinitesimal neighbourhoods such that the 

following diagram is commutative. 

(3.3-1) 
C +- C(O) +- +- ... +- c(n) +- c(n+l) +- •.. 

! ! ! ! ! 

B +- B(O) s(n) +- ... 
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which is compatible with sections and infinitesimal neighbourhoods. Here 

7f' : C -+ T3 is a versal family of semi-stable curves associated with the 

family 7r(O) : c(o) -+ r3(o). {See the proof of Theorem 3.1.5.J 

By the theorem, as a limit, we have a family ( 7r(oo) : c(oo) -+ r3(oo) 

j s~oo) l s~oo) l ... ls<-;) j i100), ~oo) l ... , ~)) where c(oo) and r3(oo) are re

garded as infinite dimensional complex manifolds and each fibre of 7r(oo) 

consists of an N-pointed stable curve x< 00) = ( C ; Q1, Q2, ... , Q N ; 

t~oo), t~oo), .•. , t<-;)) of genus g with formal neighbourhoods. Moreover, 

there exist canonical holomorphic mappings <p(n) : c<00 > -+ c(n) and 

tf;(n) : r3(oo) -+ r3(n). The group 1)$N, 1J = AutC((!)) acts on r3(oo) 

from left. (See (2.3-1).) 

Remark 3.3.2. More generally, in Theorem 3.3.1 by the proof of 
Theorem 3.1.5 we can always assume that for n > p the holomorphic 

mapping r3(n) -+ f3(P) is a principal fibre bundle with structure group 

(Qn,p)(J)N, where the group Qn,p is the subgroup of ring automorphisms 

Autc(C[!]/(!n)) which induce the identity automorphism of the ring 

C[!]/(!P). Moreover, the diagram 

c(n) ---+ 

! ! 

---+ 

is Cartesian. That is, c(n) = c(p) XB(n) T3(P). In the following we always 

assume that the families ~n)•s have this property. 

Corollary 3.3.3. A (1JP)$N -invariant holomorphic function on 

r3(oo) is the pull-back of a holomorphic function on f3(P). 

In the following we generalize Corollary 3.3.3 to the case of sheaves 
on f3(00 ). 

Lemma 3.3.4. For any non-negative integer n the following se

quence 

{3.3-2) 

0 ->0ccn+1> /B<n+1> (-(n + l)S(n+l)) 

-+ 0ccnl /B<"> (-( n + I )s(n)) © Occ .. +1> 

-+ 0cc .. +1J/BC"+1> © (EB_f=1(I;f~1>/I;f!1>))-+ 0 
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of Oc(n+1)-modules is exact, where we put s?) = st)(B(P)), s(p) 

I:f=1 st) and I s\Pl is the sheaf of defining ideal of s?) in C(P). , 

Similarly the following sequence of 0 8c .. +wmodules is exact. 

0 -+ 0B(n+1) /B!n) -+0B(n+1J (- log D(n+l)) 

(3.3-3) -+ 0B(n) (- log D(n)) © OB(n+1) -+ 0. 

Let us define a sheaf 0 8cooJ(-logD( 00 )) on s(oo) by 

(3.3-4) 08<"">(-logD(oo)) = lim0B<">(-logD(n)) ©o < > OB<oo>· 
+-- B" 

n 

By Theorem 3.2.6 we have the following Proposition. 

515 

Proposition 3.3.5. There is a canonical 0 8 cooJ-module isomor

phism 

p: 0B(oo) -::::'t lim(R 11r~n)0c(n)JB(n)(-(n + l)s(n+l)) © OB(oo)). 
+--

For a local universal family .;y(n) = ( 1r(n) : c(n) -+ B(n); s~n), s~n), 

(n) ;(n) ;(n) .(n)) l J b h h af f h d fl · "d al ••• , SN j t1 , t2 , ... , t N we et s\"l e t e S e O t e e mng 1 e , 
of st)= st)(B(n)) in c(n). In the following we use the following nota

tion. 

O,;<.s n) = lim Oc(n) / I~t/' 
; +-- s. 

m , 

8~ .. >(P) = ~Oc<n>(pst))/I;t/ for each positive integer p, 
m , 

Also we fix an element {; E 1 s\"> such that , 

~nle; = e mod (C+i). 

Then there is an 0 8c .. J-module isomorphism 

(3.3-5) 

(3.3-6) 
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Note that the first isomorphism is canonical up to the order n in {;. 

Taking the limit, for a local universal family ( 1r(00 ): c(oo)--+ B( 00 ); s{00 >, 
(oo) (oo) .(oo) ~(oo) .(oo)) · d h · "l · s2 , ••• , s N ; t 1 , t2 , ••• , t N we mtro uce t e srm1 ar notation 

and we have canonical Os<oo>-module isomorphisms 

(3.3-7) 

(3.3-8) 

where {; = ~oo)- 1({). The filtration {F.} on 85\00) and Ks\oo) are 
1 1 

defined by 

(3.3-9) 

Define 

(3.3-10) 

(3.3-11) 

(3.3-12) 

05\,.>;s<n> ( *) = ~ 05\n) /B(n) (p) 
1 1 

p 

= Der 08 <,.> (Ks\ .. >, Ks\">) 
1 1 

Also we introduce the filtration on 08}"> /B< ... > ( *) by 

(3.3-13) 

Proposition 3.3.6. Assume that the condition (Q) in 2.1 is satis

fied for each fibre of a local universal family ~n) = ( 7r(n) : c(n) --+ B(n) 

j s~n), s~n), ... , 8~) j it), f1n), ... , [(;l). 
1) There exists an 0 8 < .. > -module surjective homomorphism 

N 

o<n): E:908\ .. >;sc .. >(*)--+ 0 8 c .. >(-logD<n))--+ 0. 
j=l 1 

(3.3-14) 

2) Ker o(n) is equal to the following sheaf 

N 

(3.3-15) 1rin) (0c<"> /BC"> (*s(n))} EB ffi(0's\"> /B(n) (-(n + 1))). 
i=l 1 
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Proof. By the following exact sequence 

0 -t ec(n)jB(n>(-(n + l)S(n)) -t ecCn)jB(n) ((m - n - 1)S(n)) 

-t a:,N a:,m ,., cn-m+k d 0 
Wj=l Wk=l VB(n)<,,j d!j -t • 

we have a long exact sequence 

0 -t 'll'in)((0ccn)jB(nJ(m - n - 1)S(n))) 

-+ EB_f=1 ( EBk=l CJB<n>l.i-m+k d:;) -+ R17l'inl(ec<nJ /BCn) (-(n + l)S(nl)) 

-+ R 17l'ln)0ccnl/B<n>((m - n - l))S(nl). 

If m is sufficiently large, the last term of the above exact sequence van

ishes and we have an CJ8 cn>-module isomorphism 

d 
Ef)k=l CJB(nl!j-m+k dt. '.:::'. 0~n) jB(n) (m - n - 1)/0~n) jB(n) (-(n + 1)). 

',,J , , 

Hence, taking m -+ +oo, we obtain the following exact sequence 

0 -+ 'll'in) ( ec<nJ jB(n) ( *s(n))) -+ EB_f=1 est> jB(n,( *)/est> jB(n,(-(n + 1)) 

-+ R 17l'ln\ec<nl/B<nJ(-(n + l)S(nl))-+ 0. 

By Theorem 3.2.6 we have the desired result. Q.E.D. 

Remark 3.3. 7. The geometric meaning of the above homomorphism 

o(n) is as follows. By (3.3-12) there is an CJ8 cnJ-module isomorphism 

This isomorphism is canonical up to the order n in !; . For (/1 d:i , ... , 
IN_!;--),!;+ E CJ8 cnJ((!;)) d~ let us consider the first order infinites-

d._N d._; <,,j 

imal coordinate change 

(3.3-16) 

This defines a first order infinitesimal deformations of each fibre of 
our family 'll'(n) : c(n) -+ B(n). Moreover, since we do not change the 
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coordinates around singular points of the fibre, the first order infinites

imal deformation preserves the singularities. Hence, it defines a vector 

field on 3(n) preserving the discriminant locus. This is nothing but our 

(n) d d 
0 ((fid6'"''fNd{N)). 

Now let us consider the tower (3.3-1) of local universal families. 

The proof of Proposition 3.3.6 shows that there exists the following 

commutative diagram. 

EB.f=1 0s(n+l) JB(n+l) ( *) ---, 
EBf=10s(n) /B(n) ( *) ®oB(n) CJB(n+l) 

---, 0 

' ' 
10 10 

0B(n+l)(- log D(n+l)) ---, 0B(n) (-log D(n)) @o 8 (n) CJB(n+1) ---, 0 

1 1 

0 0 

Taking the limit n ---, oo, we obtain the following Theorem. 

Theorem 3.3.8. Assume that the condition (Q) of Section 2 is 
satisfied. 

1) There exists a surjective CJ8 <oo>-module homomorphism 

2) The restriction of 0 to EB,f=1 C( (li)) d:i 

is a Lie algebra homomorphism. 

3) The further restriction of 0 

N d 
0: ~ C[[{j]]{j d!j ---, 0B(oo) (-log n(oo)) 

coincides with the differential of the action of (1J1 )eN on 3( 00 ). 
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4) We have 

N 

Ker0 = 7r~00 \0c<oo)JB<oo)(* I: s;00 l)). 
j=l 

d 
013(oo)((lj)) dli has a structure of 0 13(00)-Lie algebra given by a Lie 

bracket [ , lo defined by 

(3.3-16) 
d d d d d d 

[f(li) dli ,g(li) dlilo = g(li) dli (f(li)) dli - f(li) dli (g(li)) dli 

where f(li) and g(li) are local sections of 0 13<=J((li)). But the 0 13<ooJ
module homomorphism 0 is not a Lie algebra homomorphism. This 

is because f ( li) is a Laurent series whose coefficients are holomorphic 

functions of the parameter space B( 00 ). To obtain a Lie algebra homo

morphism we need to introduce the following Lie algebra structure on 
d 

013(nJ((tj)) dlj • 

Definition 3.3.9. A bracket [ , l on 0 13<=J((li)) d~i is defined 

by 

(3.3-17) 
d d d d 

[! dl/ 9 dl) = [! dl/ 9 dli lo 
d d d d 

+ O(f dlj )(g) dlj - O(g dlj )(!) dlj. 

Proposition 3.3.10. The bracket defined above induces a Lie al

gebra structure on 0 13<ooJ ( (l;)) d~i, hence also induces a Lie algebra stru-

cure on EBf=1 0 13(ooJ((li)) d~i. With respect to this Lie algebra structure, 

the homomorphism 0 in Theorem 3.3.7, 1) is a homomorphism of Lie 

algebras. 

Proof. As was explained in Remark 3.3.7, (Ii d~i, ... , !N d:N) and 

(91 d:i, ... , 9N d:N) define the first order infinitesimal deformations of 
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each fibre of the family ~n) defined by 

A: {j--+ {j + E1/j(s,{j) 

B: {j--+{j+E29j(S,{j) 

respectively, where s denotes the parameters of the base space B(n). If 

we first deform fibres of J(n) infinitesimally by A then deform them by 

B, we obtain 

(3.3-18) 

{j--+ {j+Ei/j(S,~j) + f29j(S,{j) 

+ f1f2 (o(n)(gj d:j )(jj(S, {j}) + 9i d:/fj(S, {j})) · 

Because, by applying the infinitesimal deformation B each fibre of 7r(n) 

: c(n) --+ B(n) deforms infinitesimally, hence it changes the parameter 

s, and we need to add the effect of this fact, which is nothing but the 
fourth term of the right hand side of 3.3-18. Reversing the order of 
infinitesimal deformations, we have 

(3.3-19) 

{j --+ {j+E1/j(s, {j) + E29j(s, {j) 

+ f1f2 (o(n)(jj d:j)(gj(S,{j}) + /j d:j (gj(S,{j)) 

By subtracting 3.3-18 by 3.3-19, the coefficient [O(n)(A),O(n)(B)]of €1€2 

is equal to 9(n)([A, Bl). Taking the limit n --+ oo we obtain the desired 
result. Q.E.D. 

§4. Sheaf of vacua attached to local universal family 

4.1. Sheaf of Vacua 

Let -?:(oo) _ ( 7r(oo) . c(oo) --+ B(oo). i""> s<oo) 8 (00). f oo) f oo) 
U - • , 1 , 2 , ••• , N , 1 , 2 , 

••• , ~
00

)) be a local universal family of N-pointed stable curves of genus 
g with formal neighbourhoods. We assume that each fibre of the family 

~oo) satisfies the condition (Q) in 2.1. Main purpose of the present 

section is to define the sheaf of vacua V{( ~ 00 )) of attached to the family. 
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Definition 4.1.1. The sheaf 9N of affine Lie algebra attached to 

the family J(oo) is a sheaf of 0 8 c00>-module 

N 

9N = 9 ©c (EB OB(ool((~j))) $ OB(oo). C 

j=l 

with the following commutation relation. 

[$f'=1Xi © /;, $f=1Y.i © Yi] =$f'=1 ([Xj, Yi]© (/;g;)) 

N 

$ c. I)x;, Y;) r,~i((g;d/i) 
j=l ' 

c E Center 

where 

X;, Y; E 9, /;, Yi E OB<oo>((~;)). 

Put 

{4.1-1) 

where we define 

N 

s(oo) = I: s;oo>(s(oo>) 

i=l 

1ri00 >{0cc00>{*S(00 l)) = fun 1rl00 \0cc00>{kS(00 >)). 
--+ 

k 

There is a sheaf version of homomorphism defined in {2.1-3), by 

using the formal neighbourhoods t;00 >. 

and we may regard 9(~ 00 >) as a Lie subalgebra of °9N· 
Fix a non-negative integer l. For any X = (>.1 , .•. , AN) E (Pt)N, we 

define 

{ 4.1-2) 

(4.1-3) 
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The pairing (2.2-3) induces an 0 8 cooJ-bilinear pairing 

( 4.1-4) 

which is complete with respect to the filtration introduced below. The 

sheaf of affine Lie algebra 9N acts on H.k00
) and ii.l(oo) by 

N 

(4.1-5) (EB_f=1(Xj© L an~;'))(F@IW)) = L L(anF)©Pj(Xj(n))JW) 
nEZ j=l nEZ 

The action of 9N on ii.1( 00
) is the dual action of ii.t), that is, 

(WaJP) = (WlaP) for any a E 9N

Definition 4.1.2. Put 

(4.1-6) 
V5:(~oo)) = ij_koo) /g(ioo))ii_koo) 

V}(~ 00 l) = Homo
8
c00 > (V5:(i 00 l),OB(ooJ). 

These are sheaves of OB(ooJ-modules on B(oo)_ The sheaf v}(J( 00 l) 

is called the sheaf of vacua attached to the family J(00 l. Note that we 

have 

The pairing (4.1-4) induces a non-degenerate 0 8 (ooJ-bilinear pairing 

Lemma 4.1.3. Let _;((oo) correspond to a points E B( 00 ). By the 

canonical isomorphism 0 8<ooJ,s/ms ~ C, where ms is the maximal ideal 

of the stalk 0 8<ool,s, we have the following canonical isomorphisms. 

(4.1-7) 

-(oo) 
1l5: 0 (OB<ooJ,s/ms) ~ 1l5: 

9N 0 (OB(ooJ,s/ms) ~ 9N 

9(~ 00
)) 0 (05(00),8 /ms) ~ 9(.;((00 )) 

V5:(i 00 l) 0 (05<00J,s/ms) ~ V5:(x<00 l) 

ii.too) 0 (OB(oo),8 /ms) ~ 1lk-
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Moreover, the action of 9N on ii.t) defined in ( 4.1-7) and the action 

of 9N on 1i X are compatible with respect to the above canonical isomor

phisms. 

Proof. The first, second and the fifth isomorphisms are clear from 
the definition. Note that we have 

and 1rl00 )(0c<00>(kS(00 ))) comes from 1rln)(Oc<,.>(ks(n))). If k is suffi

ciently large, we always have the base change 

N 

1rln)(Oc(n)(ks(n))) ®05(n) (OB(n>,s/ms) ~ H0(Cs, Oc.(k L S}n\s))) 
j=l 

since we have 
N 

H 1 (Ca,Oc.(k L st\s))) = 0 
j=l 

where Cs = 7r(n)- 1 (s). (See for example, [Ha, Chap. III, Corollary 12.9] 

or [BSl, Chap. III Corollary 3.5].) This implies the third isomorphism. 
Finally let us consider the following commutative diagram of exact 

sequences 

0 

! 

(g(J( 00 ))H,~00
)) ® C 8 J!.+ {g(J{ 00 l) ® C 8 )(H.t) ® Cs) 

H.~00 l ® Cs 
,\ 

0 0 
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where we put Cs = 0 8<00>,./m8 • The above argument shows that the 

mapping /3 is surjective and the mapping , is isomorphic. Hence, the 

commutativity of the diagram implies that the mapping , induces iso

morphism between the Im(a) and Im(€). Therefore, the mapping {j is 
isomorphic. Q.E.D. 

Define the action of ( V 1 / 9N on OB< oo l ( ( {;)) by 

(4.1-8) 
_. ~ n ~ n _. 1 (I)N 
h(~ an{;)=~ L;;(an)h;({;) for h = (h1, ... ,hN) E (V) 

nEZ nEZ 

where L;; is defined for any F E 0 8 cool by 

L;;(F)(s) = F((h- 1 o s)), s E B(oo). 

Note that the action of (V 1 )(I)N on B(oo) is defined in (2.3-1). (See also 

3.1.) 

Define the action 1r of (V 1 )(I)N on ii.k00
) by 

( 4.1-9) 1r(h)(F ® l'M)) = L;;(F) ® (p(G[h]))IW) 

_. $N (I)N 
for h E (V1 ) • (See (2.3-1).) Also we define the action 1r of (V1) 

on gN by 

_. - 1 $N 
for h - (h1, ... ,hN) E (V) , X; E g, /; E OB<oo>(({;)) and a E 

OB(oo), 

The following Lemma is an easy consequence of the definition of the 

actions of (V 1 )(I)N and Theorem 1.4.5, 1). 

Lemma 4.1.4. g(~ 00 ))ii.k00
) is stable under the action of (V 1 )(I)N 

on ii_~oo). 
>. 

Let us consider the tower of local universal family (3.3-1) of N
pointed stable curves of genus g with infinitesimal neighbourhoods. As 
was explained in 3.3, ip<1> : c( 00 l -+ c(i) and 'ljJ(1) : B(00 l -+ B(1l are 

principal fibre bundles with structure group (V 1 )(I)N. Put 

ii.kl)= { f E Rk00
) I 1r(h)/ = / for all h E (V 1 / 9N} 

g(1l(J< 00 l) = {/ E g(~ 00 )) I 1r(h)f = f for all h E (V 1)$N} 
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By Lemma 4.1.4, (V1 /l'lN acts on Vx(J( 00 l). Put 

Then 'H~1), g(ll(J( 00 )) and V}1) are tp(ll- 108(1)-modules and we can 

show that there are canonical isomorphisms: 

Lemma 4.1.5. There exist sheaves 141), g(J(ll) and Vx(J(l)) of 

0 8 <1>-modules on B(l) such that 

'R~l) = tt,(1)-11-{,~1) 
.>. .>. 

g(ll(J(oo)) = tt,(1)-lg(J(l)) 

vfl = tt,(1J-1vx(J(1J). 

Moreover we have a non-canonical isomorphism 

g(J(ll) ~ g ©c 1ri1loc<1>(*s(1l), 

where s(l) = Ef: 1 s(l) (B(l) ). 

Similarly we can define the sheaves -Rfl and V}(~ 1l) on B(l)_ 

Lemma 4.1.6. 

Vx(J(ll) = 1-l~1) /g(~1))1-l~1). 

v}(~1)) = H omos(l) (Vx(~ 1l), OB(l)) 

= { (WI E -Rf) I (Wla = 0 for all a E g(~ 1l)} 

Remark 4.1.7. We define 
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where the point s E 5( 1) corresponds to :f(l). Then by Lemma 4.1.3 

and Lemma 4.1.5 we have a canonical isomorphism 

where :f(=) is an N-pointed stable curve with formal neighbourhoods 

whose restriction to the first order infinitesimal structure is :f(l). 

4.2. Coherency 

In this subsection we shall prove the coherency of the sheaf V,>;( J(l l). 
First we introduce filtrations { F.} which play an important role in the 

proof of coherency. The filtration {F.} on OB<=l(({j)) is defined by 

FpOB(oo)({{j)) = OB(ooi[[{jl]{jpl PE Z. 

The filtration {F.} on 9N is defined by 

N 

9®LFpOB(ooJ(({j))EB0B(oo)"C p:2::0 

(4.2-1) 
i=l 

N 

9 0 LFPOB(ool(({j)) 
j=l 

The filtration { F.} on Rt) is defined by 

( 4.2-2) 

It is easy to see that 

F - F ,0(=) C F ,0(oo) p9N · q'~;_ _ p+qa;_ . 

p < 0. 

The actions of (V1 )EllN on 9N and ii,~=) preserve these filtrations. 
>. 

Hence, 9¼) and Rk1l have filtrations induced by those of 9N and itk=l, 
where 9¼) is a sheaf on 5(l) whose pull-back to B(00 ) is the (V1 )aiN_ 

invariant part of 9N and 9¼) 00 8 ( 1) 0 8 (ool ~ 9N· Then we have 

( 4.2-3) 
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Since ('D1 )(J)N acts trivially on Gr 0 gN and Gr. iit") by Lemma 1.4.3, 

we have the following canonical 0 8 c1J-module isomorphisms. 

N 

( 4.2-4) 
Gr.g~) ~ 0.13(1) 0c Lg 0 C[tj,e;1] EB 01:,(l)C 

j=l 

-(1) 
Gr.Hx ~ 0 8 <1) 0c Hs. 

where degl 1 = -1, degc = 0, and the degreed part of Hr. is Hs.(d). 

Ong( J(l)) and g( J(l) )H~1) we introduce the induced filtrations from 

that ofgw and if_~1 l respectively. On Vs.(J(ll) we introduce the quotient 

filtrations from that of 1{~1 ). Then we have the following exact sequences 
>. 

of graded 0 8 c1J-modules. 

(4.2-5) 

0 - Gr 0 (g(J(ll)if_~ 1l) - Gr. if_~1l - Gr. V,(J(ll) - 0. 
A A A 

For a positive integer M, we consider the graded Lie subalgebra 

05(1) 0 (g 0 I.:f:1 C[t;1 Jl;M) of Gr.g~). 

The Riemann-Roch theorem implies the following lemma. 

Lemma 4.2.1. There exists a positive integer M such that 

N 

( 4.2-6) 0.13c1J 0 Lg 0c C[t;1Jt;M '-4 Gr.g(J(ll). 

j=l 

Fix a positive integer M satisfying ( 4.2-6) and define a graded 0 8 c1J

module V by 

(4.2-7) 

On the other hand, by (4.2-3) we have 

Fp(g(J< 1l)'i£~1)) = L FPl (g(J(ll)) 'Fp2 (1i~1)). 

P1+P2=p 

Hence we have 

Therefore, by Lemma 4.2.1 we have the following lemma. 
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Lemma 4.2.2. There is a surjective 0 8 (1i-module homomorphism 

(4.2-8} V--+ Gr. V5:(~ 1))--+ 0. 

Proposition 4.2.3. The sheaf V is a coherent 0 8 c1) -module. 

Proposition 4.2.3, Lemma 4.2.2 and Lemma 4.1.6 imply the following 
theorem. 

Theorem 4.2.4. The sheaves V5:(~ 1)) and V1(J( 1)) are coherent 

0 8 c1i -modules. 

The rest of this subsection is devoted to prove Proposition 4.2.3. 
Put 

N 

V = 1i5:/(g ® L C[{;1ll;M)'H5:. 
j=l 

Then, as 0 8 c1J-modules we have 

V '.:::'. 0 8 <1J ® V. 

Hence it is sufficient to prove that V is a finite dimensional vector space 
over C. The module 1i5: is generated by a finite dimensional vector 

space 'H5:(0) as a U(g ® I:f=1 C[{;1])-module, where U(b) denotes the 

universal enveloping algebra of a Lie algebra b. Let Vo be the image 
of 'H5:(0) on V and g denotes a finite dimensional Lie algebra g = g ® 

I:f=l C[{;1]/(l;M). Then Vo is a finite dimensional vector space and 

we have 

V = U(g) · Vo. 

We define filtrations {G.} on U(g) and Vas follows. 

GmU(g) = C · 1 { 
{O} 

Gm-1 U(g) + .9 · Gm-1 U(g) 

Gm V = GmU(g) · Vo. 

Then we have 

GmU(g) . GnU(g) ~ Gm+nU(g) 

[GmU(g), GnU(g)] ~ Gm+n-1U(g) 

GmU(g). GnV ~ Gm+nV. 

m<O 

m=O 

m 2: 1 
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Now we consider the associated gradfd objects Gr 0 U(g) and Gr. V. 
We have a C-algebra isomorphism 

Gr 0 U(g) ~ S*(g) 

where S*(g) is the symmetric algebra of g. 

Furthermore the commutative algebra S*(g) has the Poisson bracket 

{,} defined by {.P, Q} = [P, Q] where P E GmU(g), Q E GnU(g) and 

.P E sm(g), Q E sn(g) are associated elements. And if a, b E g, then 

{a,b} = [a,b]. 
Consider the ideal 

a= {a E S*(g) I aGr.V = O}. 

Then Gabber's theorem [Ga] says that the radical fa is closed under the 
Poisson bracket. On the other hand, for each element X 0 E g0 , a E .t.., 
and n E Z, X 0 ®fj acts locally nilpotently on Hx, so X 0 ©fin E fa for 

each n = 0, l, ... , M -1. Furthermore H 0 @f;n = {X 0 ©l, X_ 0 @~;n} E 

fa. Therefore, the radical fa contains a maximal ideal gS*(g). Hence, 

S*(g)/a is an Artin ring over C, that is, a finite dimensional C-algebra. 
Since Gr.Vis a finite S*(g)/ a-module, Gr.Vis finite dimensional. This 

implies that V is a finite dimensional vector space over C. This proves 
Proposition 4.2.3. 

§5. Integrable Connection with Regular Singularity 

In this section we shall define a sheaf of twisted first order differ

ential operators D1ci> ( - log n( 1 l; Cv) acting on the sheaf of vacua and 

the dual sheaf of vacua. In the following we formulate left action of 

'D1ci)(-logD(ll;cv) on V~(~ 1l). The right action on V!(-J(1l) is ob

tained easily by using the canonical pairing ( I ) introduced in §4. 

That is, for D E V1<1) ( - log D(l); cv) we have 

In this section we use the same notations as those in §4. 

5.1. Sheaf Virs<=>(cv) 

Let ~(oo) - (=( 00 ) • c(oo) --, 13(=) · s(=) s(oo) s(oo) • t;(=) t;(=) 
1> - " • , 1 , 2 , ••• , N, 1 , 2 , 

... , ft=l) be a local universal family of N-pointed stable curves of genus 

g with formal neighbourhoods. In §4 we defined the sheaf Vx( J( 00 )) and 
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Vf{J( 00 l) associated with the family ~ 00 ). Let Vir 8<00 >(cv) be a sheaf 

of an 0 8 c00)-module on B( 00 ) defined by 

Let 

(5.1-1) 

be a natural projection. By Theorem 3.3.8 there is a surjective 0 8 c00>
module homomorphism 

Put 8 = 0 op. 

Definition 5.1.1. On Vir8<00 >(cv) we define a Lie algebra struc

ture as follows. 

1) The constant subsheaf C of 0 8 c00) is the center. 

2) Let [ , ] denote the Lie bracket on EBf:105<=>((!;)) d:; de-

. · .. - 12 N- 12 N 
fined m Defimt10n 3.3.9. For l.1 = {{i,fi, ... ,l1 ), l.2 = {l2,l2,···,l2) E 

N d 
EB;=105<=>(({;)) d{;, define the bracket [ , ]vir by 

. . d 
where Ii = li (!;) d{;. 

3) For Vi, Vi E Vir 8<00 >(cv) and f E 05(00) the bracket [ , ]vir 
has the properties 

[/Vi, Vi]Vir = /[Vi, Vi]vir - O(Vi)(f)V1 

[Vi, fV2]Vir = /[Vi, Vi]Vir + O(Vi)(f)V2 · 
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It is easy to see that the above definition ind~ed defines a Lie algebra 

structure on Vir 8<00 >(cv)- In the following we often use the notation 

[ , ] instead of [ , ]Vir· 

Lemma 5.1.2. The following exact sequence of 0 8 coo> -modules 

- N d 
0 --4 0 8 cooJ --4 Vir 8c00 i(cv) --4 E90BC00J(({j)) d(· --4 0 

j=l J 

is an extension of the sheaves of Lie algebras with respect to the Lie 

algebra structure defined above. 

The sheaf Vir 8<00 > (cv) of Lie algebras acts on fi.t") = OB<oo> ®c 1-f.5: 

in the following way. 

For FE OB(=), I~) E 1-f.5: and V = (l:r) E Virs(oo)(cv) with f = 

(l1,l 2 , ••• ,lN) E $f=10B(ooJ((ej))d:j' r E OB(ooJ, we define 

(5.1-2) 
D(V)(F ® I~)) 

N 

= 8(l)(F) ® I~) - F ® (L Pi(T[[i])I~)) + r F ® I~). 
j=l 

Proposition 5.1.3. For VE Vir8<00 >(cv) the above action D(V) 

is well-defined and has the following properties. 

0) We have 

D(/V) = f D(V) for any f E OB(ool . 

1) For Vi, V2 E Vir 8c00 ,(cv) we have 

[D(Vi),D(V2)] = D{[Vi, ½]vir). 

2) For f E 0 8 cool and I~) E fi.k°°), we have 

D(V)(fl~)) = O(V)(/)1~) + ! D(V)I~). 

By the natural inclusion 

N N 
1 ffJN ffi d ffi d 

(d) = '1/C[[{j]]{j d{· ~ '170B(ooJ(({j)) de-
i=l J j=l J 
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(d1 )EBN can be regarded as a Lie subalgebra subsheaf of Virs<=J ( cv ). By 

the direct calculations we can prove the following two propositions. 

Proposition 5.1.4. 

1) The restriction DI ( d1) EBN is equal to the differential of the ac-
1 ff)N -(oo) 

tion of (V ) on 1i-;. . 

2) For an element 

- N 

X = (X1,---,XN) E ffig@c OB<=J((~1)) 

j=l 

and an element VE Virs<=J(cv), we have 

[D(V), X] = B(V)(X) 

as operators on ii~ 00
) • 

Proposition 5.1.5. Virs<=i(cv) preserves g(J<00 l)fi~00 l 

Corollary 5.1.6. Virs<=J(cv) acts on V-;.(J<00 l). 

Proposition 5.1.7. LetBs<=J = 1ri00 l(0c<=l/B<=J(*s<00 l)) be the 

kernel of the homomorphism 0 given in Theorem 3.3.8. There exists a 

unique OB<=J-module homomorphism 

a : Bs<=J ---+ OB<=J 

such that for any l E Bs<=J we have 

D((f, 0)) = a(l) · id 

as a linear operator acting on Vx(J<00 l). Moreover, for any h E (V1 )&N, 

we have 

Proof. Let ;t(oo) be an N-pointed stable curve with formal neigh

bourhoods corresponding to a point s E B(00 l. By Lemma 4.1.3, by 

taking the tensor product ©OB<=J,s/ms there are canonical reduction 
homomorphisms 

-(oo) 
ls : 1ix ---t 1ix 

ls : V-;.(i 00 l)---+ Vx(:t<00 l). 
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The actions of T((j) = LnEZ Ln(;n- 2 on the j-th component of H.~00
) 

and V5:(J(00 )) are defined by the same way as those on 1i5: and V5:(X(00 l), 

respectively. Then, for any l<I>) E V5:(J(00 )) we have 

In what follows, for ('1!1 E vf(X< 00 )) and l<I>) E V5:(J(00 )) we use the 

following notation freely. 

('1!14>) = ('1!lts(4>)) · 

Then for ('1!1 E vf (:f(oo)), l<I>o) E V,s:(J(=)) and t = (Ii, ... , IN) E BS(oo), 

by (5.1-2) and Proposition 2.4.2 we have 

(5.1-3) 

N 

(\J!ID((Z: O))l<I>o) = - L(\J!lpi(T[Ii])l<I>o) 
j=l 

N 

= - L Res (lj((j)(\J!IT((j)l<I>o)d(j) 
j=l {;=O 

('1!1(T((i ))\<I>o)d(J 

Let us choose a meromorphic form w E H 0 (c<0) x 8(oJ c<0 ) ,w~~> /B<oJ(2~)) 

such that 

dwdz . 
w(w,z)dwdz = ( )2 + regular at the diagonal~ 

w-z 

where 7r : C --. B is the local universal family of N-pointed curves 

corresponding to our family J( 00 ). Existence of such a form will ·be 

proved in Lemma 5.1.10, below. Let us define a meromorphic form 
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(WIT(z)l<l>o)dz2 E H 0 (C,w~ 2 (* '2:f=1 Qi)) by 

(5.1-4) 

(WIT(z )l<l>o )dz2 

{ 
l dimg 

= lim (l ) '°' (.WIJO(w)JO(z)l<I>o)dwdz 
w->.z 2 + g* L.,; 

a=l 

-c; w(w, z)(Wl<I>o)dwdz}. 

Also define Sw ( z )dz2 by 

2 • dwdz } 
Sw(z)dz = -6 hm {w(w, z)dwdz - ( )2 • 

W->.Z W - Z 

Sw(z)dz 2 is called projection connection, [T]. It depends on the choice 
of local coordinate and we have 

Sw(w)dw2 = Sw(z)dz 2 + {w,z}dz 2 • 

Then we have 

(5.1-5) (WIT({;)l<I>o)d{j = (WIT{{j)l<I>o)d{j + ~; (Wl<I>o)Sw,;({;)d{j 

where Sw,i ( {j )d{j is the expression of the projection connection Sw (z)dz2 

at the point Qi with respect to the formal parameter {j. By (5.1-3) and 
(5.1-5) we have 

N 

(WID((t: O))l<I>o) = - ~ l};i ( lj({; )(WIT{{j )l<I>o)d{;) · 

N 

- ~; (WI-Po) L f;i (l;({j)Sw,;({;)d{j). 
j=l , 

Since l;(z)(WIT(z)l<I>o)dz is a global meromorphic one form on the curve 
C, the first term of the right hand side vanished. Therefore, if we put 

N 

(5.1-6) aw(s,l) = - ~; · L f;i(l;({j)Sw,;({;)d{j) 
i=l , 

then a(i) = aw(s,i) satisfies the properties of Proposition 5.1.7. 

Q.E.D. 
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Corollary 5.1.8. There exists a canonical 0 8(00)-module homo

morphism 

a : B8<00> EB 0 8<oo> --t 0 8<oo> 

such that for VE B8<00> EB 0 8<oo) and I~) E Vx(~ 00 )) we have 

D(V)I~) = a(V)I~). 

Proof. For V = (4 r) E B8<00> EB 08<ool put 

a(V) = a(l) + r. 

Then a has the desired properties. Q.E.D. 

Remark 5.1.9. We can define a non-canonical 0 8 (00)-module ho

momorphism 

a: Vir 8<00>(cv) --t 08<oo> 

whose restriction to B 8<00> EB 0 8<oo> is the canonical homomorphism a in 

Corollary 5.1.8. Choose a meromorphic form 

such that 
dwdz . 

w = ( )2 + regular at the diagonal ~-
w - z 

and letSw,;(t; )dtj be the expression of the projective connectionSw(z)dz 2 

by the formal parameter t; at Qi· Then, for an element V = ( 4 r) E 

Virs(oo) ( Cv) with l = (Ii, ... , IN) E EBf:1 08(00) (({;)) d~;' a(V) is defined 

by 

(5.1-7) 
N 

a(V) = - 1Cv2 · '°' Res(l;({;)S..,,;({;)d{;) + r 
Li {·=0 
j=l J 

d 
where I; = l;(t;) d{;. Thus the homomorphism a does depend on the 

choice of w. 

Let (,r(o) : c(o) --t B<0l; s1 , .•. , sN) be a local universal family of N

pointed stable curves of genus g. If the family ,r(o) contains a singular 
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curve, hence g 2: 1, we let D be an irreducible component of the dis
criminant locus. By Lemma 3.1.6 3), D is smooth. We let Cv --> D be 

the restriction of the family 7r{o) : c<0 ) --> B{0) to D and let u: D--> Cv 

be the section such that u(D) is a locus of double points of fibres corre

sponding to the component D. Let v : CD --> CD be the normalization 

of the locus of the double points u( D) and we let u', u" : D --> C v be 
the sections corresponding to the inverse image of the locus u( D) by the 
normalization. Let 

- - -
be the canonical morphism and Pi : Cv xv Cv --> Cv, i = 1, 2 be the 
i-th projection. 

In the proof of the above Proposition 5.1.7 we used the first part of 

the following Lemma. 

Lemma 5.1.10. Under the above notations, if we choose B(o) suf

ficiently small, then there exists a meromorphic form 

w E H 0(C{O) Xsco) c{o),w~~l/BCo)(2.6.)) 

such that 

(5.1-8) 
dwdz 

w(w,z)dwdz = ( )2 + regular at the diagonal .6.. 
w-z 

Moreover, w cab be chosen to satisfy the following property. 

(5.1-9) o- - 1812 j*(w) EH (Cn xv Cn,w (2.6.)). 

That is, j*(w) is holomorphic at Pi(u'(D)) and Pi(u"(D)}, i = 1, 2. 

Proof. The proof of Theorem 3.1.5 says that our family ~o) is con

structed from a versal family 7r : C --+ B of semi-stable curves and there 
are holomorphic mappings ef> : c<0) --+ C and t/; : B{o) --+ B. Moreover, 

it is known that the family 7r : C --+ Bis obtained from a pull-back of a 

versal family 1i-: C--+ B of stable curves ([DM]). Hence we have holomor

phic mappings ¢ : c<0) --+ C and '¢1 : B<0l --+ 8. H the family 1i-: C--+ Bis 
a family of smooth curves, the above Lemma is a consequence of the ex

istence of Szego kernel. H the family 7i-: C--> B contains singular stable 
curves, then applying the arguments of Fay [Fa, Corollary 3.2, Corollary 

3.8], we can find a meromorphic form w E H0(c xB-C,w~2;;-(2.6.)) with 
C/8 

- ~~ . 
w(w,z)dwdz = ( )2 + regular at the diagonal .6.. 

w-z 
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Now the pull-back w of w to c<0) x 8<o> c<0) is a desired form satisfying 
(5.1-8). 

Suppose that w and w' satisfy (5.1-8). Then we have 

, Ho(c<o) c<o) 1812 ) w - w E XB(O) 'Wc(o) /B(O) • 

Hence, choosing B(o) smaller we can find forms 

T, T 1 E H 0 ( c(O)' Wc(o) /B(O)) 

such that w + r IZlr' satisfies the condition (5.1-9). Q.E.D. 

Remark 5.1.11. There exists a sheaf homomorphism 

Resi: w~~>/B<o>(2Li) -t Oa 

defined by 

r(w,z,u)dwdz t--t a(u) 

where 

dwdz . 
r(w,z,u)dwdz = a(u)( )2 + regular at the diagonal Li 

w-z 

and ( u) is a system of local coordinates of the base space B(o). This is 

independent of the choice oflocal coordinates ( w, z) and is well-defined. 

5.2. Descent to B(1) 

To define the sheaf of twisted differential operators, first we need to 

define the action 7r of veN on Vir 8<00 >(c.,). 

For h = (h1, ... , hN) E veN and V = ({, r) E Vir 8<00 > (c.,), define 

(5.2-1) 1r(h)(l,r) = (1r(h)(i),r') 

- d 
where for l = (h, ... ,IN), I; = l; d{;, l; = :E aJ(s){;', we define 

(5.2-2) 

1r(h)(l) = ~ Lh(aJ(s))Ad(h; )({7 d;; ), 

r' = Lh(r) + ~; t, l};i ( Lh(l; ){ h;({; ); {; }( !~:) -l d{;) . 
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Proposition 5.2.1. For each h E Vl3JN, 1r(h) is an automorphism 

of the sheaf V irs(oo) ( Cv) preserving the Lie algebra structure. Moreover, 

as an 0 8 cooJ -module homomorphism, 1r(h) is compatible with the action 

of Lr,. 

Remark 5.2.2. If we regard 4_!3JN as a constant subsheaf of Lie sub

algebras of Virs(oo)(cv), then the differential of the action of v$N on 

Virs(oo/cv) coincides with the adjoint action of 4_!3JN on Virs(oo)(cv)

That is, we have 

d - -
d(?(exp(d))(V)l,=o = [l, V] 

where h = exp({). 

Proposition 5.2.3. For h E (V 1)$N and VE Vir 8<00 l(cv), we 

have 

Corollary 5.2.4. For VE B 8<00 l EB 0 6cooJ ands E B(oo), we have 

a(h(s), V) = a(s, 1r(h)V) 

where a( s, V) is given in Corollary 5.1.8. Here, we also write explicitly 

the dependence of s in the homomorphism a. 

Now we are ready to define the sheaf Vir 8<1J(cv) on B(l)_ Put 

-(1) - - - $N 
Vir (cv) = {VE Virs(oo)(cv) I 1r(h)(V) = V for all h E (V 1 ) } • 

Proposition 5.2.5. There exists a sheaf Vir 8<1J(cv) of an 0 8 <w 

module over B( 1) such that V ir 8<1J (cv) is a sheaf of Lie algebras and we 

have 
-. (1) (1)-1 . 
Vir (cv) ~ 'I/; Vir 8<1/cv) 

where 1/;(l) : B( 00 ) - B(l) is the canonical holomorphic map. Moreover, 

there is an exact sequence 

0 - 05(1) - V ir 8(l) ( Cv) - EBf=l 0~1) 18(1) ( *) -"7 0 , 
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Since the action of Vi rs< 00 > ( Cv) on V X ( J( 00 ) ) and the actions of 

('D1)EBN on Virs<=>(cv) and Vx(J<00 l) are compatible, for each V E 

Vir 8<00 >(cv), we can define the action D(V) on Vx(J{ll). 
Put 

- - . - EBN 
Bs<•>={VEB 8<00 >l 1r(h)V=V for all hE('D 1 ) }. 

There exists a sheaf Bs<•> on 13(1) such that we have 

- {1)-1 
Bs<•> ~ t/; Bs<•> . 

Moreover, since on t/;(1)- 1 0:?\•> 18<•> (*)the action of ('D1 )EBN comes from , 

the adjoint action on 0 8 c•>(((;)) d~;, we have an exact sequence 

(5.2-3) 0 --+ 08<•> --+ Virs<•> ( Cv) --+ EBf=l ( 03\1) 18(•) ( *)) --+ 0 , 

which is an extension of Lie algebras. 

Proposition 5.2.6. The sheaf Bs<•> EB ( EB.f=:1 (0:?\•> 18<•> (-2))) can , 
be regarded as an ideal of Lie subalgebras of V irs<•> ( Cv) and it acts triv-

ially on Vx(J{ll). 

5.3. Sheaf of twisted differential operators 

Let us define a locally free sheaf Vc(l> ( Cv) of rank two on c<1) \ ~(l). 

It is locally a direct sum 

0cc•> 18(1> (-2s< 1l) EB we<•> ;8<•> · 

Let (u1 , ••• ,uM,z) and (u1 , ... ,uM) be local coordinates ofC( 1) \1:<1) 

and those of 13(1), respectively such that 1r<1) : c<1) --+ 13(1) is given by 

the projection to the first M-factors. Then an element V E Vccl) ( Cv) is 
expressed by 

d 
V = (l(u,z) dz'1r(u,z)dz). 

If ( u~, ... , u'.M, z') are other local coordinates, by definition, V is ex

pressed in the form 

d 
V = (l'(u 1 ,z')dz''1r(u',z 1)dz 1

) 
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dz' 
l'(u',z') = l(u(u',z'),z(u',z'))( dz) 

d I -1 

1r'(u',z') = 1r(u(u',z'),z'(u',z'))( ~) 

+ ~;{z';z}l(u(u',z'),z(u',z')) (~~)-l 
This defines Vcc1J ( Cv) as a sheaf of Oc(lJ-module over c(l) \ ~(l) and the 

relations ( 5.3-1) show that the projection to the first factor induces the 

following exact sequence. 

(5.3-2) 

Moreover, since wcc1J /B<1J and 0c(ll ;8<1J (-2s( 1 )) are invertible on 

c(ll, and ~(l) is of codimension two in c(l), the sheaf Vc(1)(Cv) can be 

extended to a locally free sheaf of rank two on c(l) by using the above 

exact sequence (5.3-2). Thus we may regard the exact sequence (5.3-2) 

as the one of Oc<1J-modules over c(l). Then, by (5.3-2) we obtain an 

exact sequence 

R l (1) 1 (l)v; ( ) 0 -> 7r * Wc(1) /B(l) -> R 1T * C(l) Cv 

-> R 11ri1l0c(lJ; 8<1J(-2s( 1l)-> o. 

Note that there are canonical 0 8(1J-module isomorphisms 

R l (1) "' 
7r * Wc(1) /8(1) ~ V8(1) 

and 

Put 
1) 1 ( l n(1). ) _ R1 (l)v; ( ) 8(1) - og , Cv - 'Ir* C(l) Cv • 

Then the above exact sequence is rewritten in the form 

(5.3-3) 0-> 0 8<1J-> V1<1J(-IogD( 1l;cv)-> 0 8<1>(-logD( 1))-> 0. 

If we fix w E H 0 (c(o) x 8<oJ c( 0 l,w~~>;8<oJ(2~)) with Resi(w) = 1, the 

local splitting of the exact sequence (5.3-2) is given as follows. 
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(5.3-4) 

0c(1) /13(1) ( -2S(l)) E0 Wc(1) /13(1) 

d 
(e dz' f(z)dz) ~ ((e!,(f(z)+ ~; ·l(z)S(z))dz) 

where S(z)dz 2 is a projective connection defined by 

2 • dwdz 
S(z)dz =-6lrm{w(w,z)dwdz- 2 }. 

w-+z (w-z) 

Note that the projective connection does depend on the choice of the 

coordinate z and we have 

S(w)dw 2 = S(z)dz 2 + {w; z}dz 2 • 

This fact and (5.3-2) imply that the splitting (5.3-4) does depend on the 

choice of a meromorphic form w. By taking the first direct images of 

sheaves in {5.3-4), this splitting induces an 0 8 c1J-module isomorphism 

{5.3-5) 

Proposition 5.3.1. There exists a canonical surjective homomor

phism of 0 8 c1J -modules 

,;{1) . . ~ ( ) 1 ( 1 (1). ) 0 . V ir s<1> c., --+ 'D13c1> - og D , c., 

such that the following diagram is commutative. 

V ir8<1> ( c.,) 

p ! ! 

0 8 c1J {- log D<1>) --+ 0. 

Moreover, we have 

N 
,;{1) ffi 

Ker 0 = B 8<1> E0 (Q:7(0~1> /BClJ {-2))). 
j=l , 
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Proof. By the exact sequence (5.2-3) and by Proposition 3.3.6, we 

have the following diagram of exact sequences. 

0 

! 

~ 

! 

0 -+ 08(1) -+ V irS(l) ( Cv) 
p 

'I -+ -+ 0 

II ! 0(1) 

0 -+ 08(1) -+ v1(l) (- log n( 1); Cv) -+ (t -+ 0 

! 

0 

where 

N 

~ = B8(1) (f) ffi(es\1) 18(1) (-2)) 
j=l , 

N 

'I= ffi( 8 s\ 1l;8<1)(*)) 
i=l 1 

! = 0 8<1J {- log D(ll). 

By Remark 5.1.9, ifwe fix w E H 0 {c(0) ®8<oJ c(0l,w:0l;s<oJ{2.:l)) with 

Resi(w) = 1, there is an 0 8<wmodule homomorphism 

a..,: Vir 8(1)(cv) ~ 08(1)· 

By using the splitting {5.3-4), define ?1) = (0(ll,a..,). Then, it is easy 

to show that ?1) is well-defined and that we have 

N 
,,{I) ffi 

Ker0 = B8<1l (f) (Q7{05\1J /B<1l(-2)). 
i=l 1 

Q.E.D. 
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Next we introduce a Lie algebra structure on V1<1>(-logD(ll;cv)

Lemma 5.3.2. The above isomorphism (5.3-5) defines a Lie al

gebra structure of V1(1> ( - log nU); Cv) and the exact sequence (5.3-3) is 

an extension of the sheaves of Lie algebras. 

By Proposition 5.2.6 and Proposition 5.3.1 we obtain the following 

Theorem. 

Theorem 5.3.3. OnV5:(JU)) thesheaf'D1< 1 >(-logDC 1l;cv) of 

Lie algebras acts as twisted first order differential operators. 

Corollary 5.3.4. If 3(o) is small enough such that we have a 

splitting (5.3-5), then the sheaves V5:(JUl) and V}(J(ll) are locally free 

on 3( 1) \ n(l). 

Proof. Since we have the splitting (5.3-5), 0 8 <1> (- log nCll) defines 

an integrable connection with regular singularities on 3( 1). Hence, on 

3(l) \ n(I) we have an integrable connection. Therefore, the Corollary 

is a consequence of the theory of connections on coherent sheaves. 

Q.E.D. 

By Remark 4.1.7 we have the following Corollary. 

Corollary 5.3.5. Under the same assumption as in Corollary 

5.3.4, for each point s E 3( 1) \ n( 1) we have the canonical isomorphism 

§6. Locally freeness and factorization 

6.1. Family of singular stable curves. 

Let '1:'(l) _ ( ,,,.(1) . c(1) - B(1). 8(1) 8(1) 8(1). t-(1) t;(1) t;<1)) 
U - " • , 1 , 2 , ••• , N, 1 , 2 , ••• , N 

be a local universal family of N-pointed stable curves with first or

der infinitesimal neighbourhoods. Here we study the behavior of the 

V1<1> (- log D(ll; cv)-module V.5:(J(ll) near the discriminant locus D(l). 

Since the problem is local on 3(1), we take sufficiently small family 

JC0 ) = ( 7r(o) : c(o) - 3(o) ; s~o), s~0l, ... , s~) ) with local coordinates 

( r 1 , ... , r39_3+N) on 3(o) such that the discriminant locus is of the form 

D = D1 U D2 U · · · U Dk, Di = { (r) I T3g-2+N-i = 0 }, i = 1, ... , k 

and the family J(l) is obtained from the family J(O). (See the proof 
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of Theorem 3.1.5.) Choosing B(o) smaller, if necessary, we may assume 

that 
B(l) = (C*)N X B(O). 

Let (711, ... ,rJN) be global coordinates of (C*)N. Moreover, we may 

assume that there exists a meromorphic form 

w E H0 (c<0) ®B(O) c<0l,w~~)jB(o)(2.6.)) 

such that Resi(w) = 1 and the condition (5.1-9) is satisfied. Fixing it, 

we have a trivialization 

v1(l) (- log n(l); Cv) ~ 08(1) (- log n< 1)) EB OB(l). 

Let npl c B<1) be the pull back of Di c B<0), and put 

E = n Di, E<1) = n ni1) . 

l~i~k l~i~k 

Denote by 7rE : CE --+ E the restriction of c<0) to E. Let frE : CE --+ E 
be obtained by the simultaneous normalization of 7rE : CE --+ E and 

u~, u; : E --+ CE (p = 1, ... , k) the cross-sections corresponding to the 

normalized double points. 

'-+ c(o) 

s,u',u" 
E '-+ B(O). 

We also denote by 1rEc1) : CEc1J --+ E(l) (resp. frEc1J : CEc1) --+ E<1)) the 

pull back of 7rE: CE--+ E (resp. frE: CE--+ E) to E( 1). For simplicity, 

we use the notation Sj instead of sJ0) and s?). Also by u' and u" we 

denote the sections of frE<1> : CEc1J --+ E(l) induced from the sections u' 

and u" of 7rE : CE --+ E. 

Proposition 6.1.1. The family 

(- c- E I II ( 1 k) (0) (0)) 7rE: E--+ ;up,up, p= , ... , ,s 1 , ..• ,sN 

is a local universal family of ( N + 2k )-pointed ( not necessarily connected} 

stable curves. 

For the preparation of the next subsection we study the relation 

between the family frE(1J : CE<1> --+ E( 1) and ~l). 
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For simplicity of notation let us assume that k = 1. Hence, E = D 1 

and E(l) = D~1). Put M = 3g - 4 + 2N, T = T3 9 -g+N and 

U; = { 
T/i i = l, ... ,N 

Ti-N i = N + l, ... ,M. 

Hence (u 1,u 2 , ••• ,uM,T) are coordinates of s(i) and E(l) is defined by 

the equation T = 0. 

Lemma 6.1.2. If we choose s(o) sufficiently small, then there ex

ist local coordinates ( u1, ..• , UM, z) ( resp. ( u1, .•. , uM, w)) of a neigh

bourhood X ( resp. Y) of u'(E(l)) (resp. u"(E( 1))) in CE<•> and a 
- - N 

relative vector field l E H 0 (C E(l), ecE<•il E(l) ( * Lj=l s;(E( 1 )))) which 

satisfy the following conditions. 

1) The sections u' and u" are given by the mappings 

u': (u1, ... ,uM) H (u1, ... ,uM,O) = (u1, ... ,uM,z) 

u": (u1, ... ,uM) H (u1, ... ,uM,O) = (u1, ... ,uM,w). 

2) 

Proof. Let v : CE<•> --+ CE<•> be the simultaneous normalization. 
Let (u 1, ... ,uM,x) (resp. (u1, ... ,uM,Y)) be local coordinates of X 

(resp. Y) satisfying the condition 1). Since vis isomorphic (the identity 

mapping) on CE<•> \(u'(E( 1))uu"(E( 1))) = CE<•l \u(E( 1)), by the proof of 
Lemma 3.2.3, especially by {3.2-4) we have the following exact sequence. 

where the OE<•>-module homomorphism a: is given by 

( ( )!__ b( )!__) H 8a(u,0) 8b(u,O) 
a u,x 8x' u,y 8y 8x + 8y 

Note that the stalk of v.(ec /E<lJ(-u'(E( 1))- u"(E< 1)))) at a point 
E(l) 

u(u), (u) E E<1) consists of a pair of local holomorphic vector field 

(a(u,x) :x,b(u,y) :y) with a(t,O) = O, b(y,O) = 0 and the definition of 

a: is independent of the choice of local coordinates. The exact sequence 
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induces an exact sequence 

o--+ H 0 (CE<'J,0cE(lJ/E(lJ(kS(ll)) 

--+ H 0 (CE('J,v.(0cE(lJ/E<'l(v*(kS(l)) - a-'(E(ll) - a-"(E( 1l)))) 

~ H 0 (E(l), CJE<'l)--+ H 1 (CE<'l, 0cEc,JIE<'l (ks< 1l)) 

for every integer k, where 

N 

s(l) = L Sj(E( 1l). 

j=l 

If k is sufficiently large, we have 

Hence, by the above exact sequence there exists a relative vector field 

l E H 0 (CE(ll 0- (v*(kS(ll) - a-'(E(ll) - a-"(E(ll))) 
' CE(l)/E(l) 

=H 0 (CE(lJ,v.(0CEc,J/E<'l(v*(kS(l)) - a-'(E<1>)- a-"(E(ll))) 

such that 

a(l) = 1. 

By the local coordinates given above, l has the form 

- a 
e = a(u,x) ax on X 

- a 
l = b(u,y) ay on y 

with 
aa(u,0) ab(u,0) _ 

ax + ay = 1. 

Adding an element coming from H 0 ( C E<'l, 0c E<iJ; E('l ( *s(i))) if neces-

. ( ) aa(u x) 
sary, and choosmg B O , X and Y smaller, we may assume that 0; 

ab( u, y) 
(resp. ay ) has no zero on X (resp. Y). Now define z = z(u,x) 



and w = w(u,y) by 
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az 1 
a(u,x)-a = -z, z(u,0) = 0 

X 2 

aw 1 
b(u,y) ay = 2w, w(u,O) = 0. 

547 

Then, by choosing X and Y smaller, (u 1 , ... , uM, z) and (u1 , •.. , uM, w) 
satisfy the above conditions 1) and 2). Q.E.D. 

We let 7l-E<•J : CE<•J ---+ i.J(l) be a local universal family obtained by 

adding the first order infinitesimal neighbourhoods at a' and a". Lemma 

6.1.2 says that at a' and a" we can choose special coordinates z and w. 
These coordinates induce the first order infinitesimal neighbourhoods of 

a' and a", hence, we have a holomorphic section 

(6.1-1) j : E(1) ---+ _E(1). 

Let€; be a formal coordinate at s;(E( 1l) such that 

Let l;(€;) d:; be the formal Laurent expansion of l with respect to the 

formal coordinate€;- Thus we have l;(€;) E OE<•J((€;)). Put 

(6.1-2) 

Next we construct the family ~l) from the family (iE<•J : CE<•J ---+ 

E (l) (1) {l) ,il) ,il)) U · h · f L 6 1 2 ; s1 , ..• , s N ; t 1 , ••• , t N • smg t e notation o emma .. , we 

may assume that 

X = { P E CE<•J I lz(P)I < 1 } 

Y = { P E CE<•J I lw(P)I < 1 }. 

For a positive number e < 1 put 

Xe = { P E CE<•) I lz(P)I < e } 

Ye = { P E CE<•) I lw(P)I < e }. 
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xy=,: 

Figure 4. 

Fix positive numbers £1 < t:2 < 1 and let {Uah:-:;a:-:;A be a finite open 

covering of CE(ll \ (Xe2 U Ye2 ) such that 

for any a = 3, ... , A. 

Now put 

D = { T E C I lrl < 1 } 

S0 = { (x, y, r) E C 3 I xy = r, lxl < 1, IYI < 1, lrl < 1 } 

S =Sox E 

z = { (P, T) E CE(l) X D I p E CE(l) \ (Xu Y) 

or P E X and lz(P)I > lrl} 

w = { (P, T) E CE(l) X D I p E CE(l) \ (Xu Y) 

or P E Y and lw(P)I > lrl}. 

On Z LJ S LJ W we introduce an equivalence relation "' as follows. 

1) A point (P,r) E Zn (Xx D) and a point (x,y,r',u) ES are 
equivalent if and only if 

(x,y,r',u) = (z(P), z(~)'r,1ri\P)). 

2) A point (P,r) E W n (Y x D) and a point (x,y,r',u) ES are 
equivalent if and only if 

(x,y,r',u) = (w[P)'w(P),r,1ri>(P)). 
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3) A point (P, r) E Z and a point ( Q, r') E W if and only if 

( P, T) = ( Q, r'). 

Now put c( 1) = Z LJ S LJ W/ ~ . Then it is easy to show that C(1) is 

a complex manifold and there is a natural holomorphic mapping 7r(l) : 

c(l) ---+ E( 1 ) x D. Moreover, since we can assume that sj{E(ll)'s are 

contained in CE<'>\ (XU Y), we can define holomorphic sections sj's by 

Sj : E(l) X D ---+ 

(t, r) f-t 

c(ll 

(si(t),r) E Z. 

By the same way we can define the first order infinitesimal neigh

bourhoods ti. It is easy to show that ( 7r( 1) : c(l) ---+ E(l) x D; s1 , ••• , s Ni 

t1 , ... , t N) is isomorphic to our original family J( 1). 

By the same method we can construct a family ( 7r : C ---+ E x 

D; s1 , ... , SN) isomorphic to J(O). Hence, in the following we identify 

J(0) and J(l) with the families constructed above. 

For each point (u, r) E E(l) x D put 

C(u,r) = ?r- 1 ((u, r)) 

Ua(u, r) = Ua n C(u,r), 3 <a< A 

U1(u,r) =Sn Zn C(u,r) 

U2(u, r) =Sn W n C(u,r)· 

Then, for each r =I-0, U(u, r) = {Ua(u, r)h:s;a:s;A is an open covering of 

the curve C(u,r)· 

Lemma 6.1.3. For each point (u,r) E E(l) x D with r =I-0, the 

image p( r :r) of a vector field r :r by the Kodaira-Spencer mapping 

is given by a Cech cohomology class {0a13(u, r)} E H1(U(u, r), 0c(u,,) 

with respect to the covering U ( u, r) given above, where 

{) 

012(u,r) = z {)z 

021(u,r) = -012(u,r) 

0a13(u,r)=O if (a,/3)=1-(l,2) or (2,1). 
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Proof. By the above equivalence relation, on U1 ( u, r) n U2 ( u, r) we 

have 
7 

z=-. 
w 

If Ua(u,r)nU,a(u,r)-:/:- 0 and (o:,/3)-:/:-(1,2) nor (2,1), then the relation 

between local coordinates of U a ( u, r) and U /3 ( u, r) does not depend on r. 
Hence, by the definition of Kodaira-Spencer mapping (see, for example, 

Kodaira [Ko, §4.2]) we have 

{) T {) {) 

p( TOT h2 = :; OT = z oz 

{} {} {} 

p(r 8r) 21 = W aw = -z oz 

{} 
p( T 07 )a/3 = 0 if ( o:,/3) -:/:-(1, 2) nor (2, 1) 

Q.E.D. 

Let us consider the N-tuple of formal vector fields 

~ d d 
I= (l1(6) d(i ' ... ,lN((N) d(N) 

defined in (6.1-2). Since we have lj{(j) d:i E OEc1J ({(j )), we may regard 

d fas an N-tuple of formal vector fields on J(1l, that is, lj{(j) d(j E 

0E( 1 lxD({(j)). 

Corollary 6.1.4. On B(l) = E(l) x D we have 

where the mapping 0<1) is defined in Proposition 3.3.6. 

Proof. Since both sides of the above equality in the corollary define 

holomorphic vector fields on B(l), it is enough to prove the equality for 
T -:j:. 0. 

Let us consider an exact sequence 
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for a sufficiently large positive integer m. [ defines an element f of 

the third term of the exact sequence. On the other hand, for each 

(u, r) E E(l) x D, r =/: 0, the meromorphic vector field l on CE<1J defines 

meromorphic vector fields l,,,T on Cu,T \ {U2 ( u, r) \ (U1 ( u, r) n U2 ( u, r))} 
- 1 {) 

and e~,T = 2w {)w on U2 ( u, r) such that both vector fields have the 

same image [' in the above exact sequence. Hence, the image of [' by 

the mapping 

N m O c-m+k d Rl (1)(0 ( 3(1)) 
EBj=l EBk=l B(l)<._,j d{j ---+ 7r* - C(l)jB(l) -

is given at a point ( u, r) by an element 

where on U1(u, r) n U2(u, r) we have 

012(u, r) = fu,TIU 1 (u,T) - l~,Tlu 2 (u,T) 

I 8 I 8 
= -z- - -w-

2 {)z 2 8w 
{) 

=z-
{)z 

021(u,r) = -012(u,r) 

and on Ua(u, r) n U13(u, r) with (a,/3) =/: (1, 2), (2, I) we have 

0a13(u,r) = 0. 

Thus [ defines the cohomology class given in Lemma 6.1.3. Hence we 

have the equality for T =j: 0. Q.E.D. 

6.2. Locally freeness and factorization 

The main purpose of the present subsection is to prove the locally 

freeness and factorization properties of the sheaf of vacua v}(J(ll) for a 

local universal family J(l) = ( 7r(l) : c(l) ---+ s(l) j s~l), s~l),,.,, s~) j ~l), 

~l), ... , ~) ). We use freely the notation and convention in the previous 

subsection. 

Theorem 6.2.1. The sheaf V5:(J(ll) is locally free. 

Proof. By Corollary 5.3.4 the theorem is true for a local universal 

family of smooth curves. Therefore, we assume that the local universal 
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family J(l) contains singular curves. For simplicity we only consider 

the case k = 1, that is, each singular curve has only one double point. 

General case is reduced to this case by the induction on the number k 

of the double points of a singular curve. 

First fix an elementµ E Pl. 

Claim 1. There exists a bilinear pairing 

unique up to the constant multiple such that we have 

(X(n)ulv) + (ulX(-n)v) = 0 

for any X E 9, n E Z, lu) E 1i,., Iv) E 1i,.t and ( I ) is zero on 

1iµ.(d) © 1iµ.t(d'), if di- d'. 

Proof. Since V,. © V,.t, considered as a 9-module by the diago

nal action, contains only the one-dimensional trivial 9-module CIOµ.,µt ), 

we have a bilinear form ( I ) E Hom 9(Vµ. © Vµ.t, C) unique up to 

the constant multiple. Assume that we have a bilinear form ( I ) E 

Hom(Fp1iµ. © Fp1iµt, C) with desired properties. For an element 

X(-m)lu) E Fp+11i,., lu) E Fp1iµ, m > 0 

and an element Iv) E Fp+11iµ.t define 

(X(-m)ulv) = -(ulX(m)v). 

Note that since X(m)lv) E Fp+1-m1i,.t, the right hand side is defined 
already. It is easy to show that in this way we can define the bilinear 

form ( I ) satisfying the conditions of Claim 1. This proves Claim 1. 

Now let us choose a basis { V1 ( d), ... , Vmd ( d)} of 1iµ.( d) and the dual 

basis {v 1(d), ... ,v rnd (d)} of1iµ.t(d) with respect to the above bilinear 

form ( I ). 
Using the holomorphic section j : E<1) --+ _E(l) defined in (6.1-1),we 

put 

vt<1) _ ·•vt (~(1) ) 
µ.,µt ,X,E(1J - J µ.,µ.t ,.>: E(l) 

,ut(l) - ,ijt(l) ,., 
I LX,E(l) - I LX ©05(1) V E(l). 

Then, vt<1~ - (lJ is locally free and by Theorem 5.3.3 the sheaf of holo-µ.,µ. ,>.,E 

morphic vector fields 0 E<1> operates on it from right as the integrable 
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connection. Let ('111 be a section of vt(l{ - ci>. Let us define an el-
,,.,,,. ,>..,E 

ement (ii E 1-t!C1\ 1> [[ r ]] associated with (lltj. For that purpose first 
>..,E 

define ('11 di E 1-t!CE1\ 1> by 
>.., 

ffid 

(6.2-1) (lltdl'P) = L(ilvi(d) ® vi(d) ® P), 
i=l 

I ) (1) 
ip E 1-t'>.,E(1). 

00 

(6.2-2) (ilP) = L(lltdl'P)Td, 
d=O 

This construction of ~ is known as sewing procedure by phisisists 

[So]. Now we shall show that (ii satisfies the formal gauge condition. To 
give the precise meaning of this statement, first we prove the following 
Claim. 

Claim 2. There is an O E(1) -module injection 

where 

Proof. Choose a point P E C E(l) which is a double point of a fibre of 

11' E<1>. Then we can choose local coordinates ( u1 , ... , UM _1 , z, w) of c( 1) 

with center P and those (u1, ... ,uM-l,r) of 8<1) with center 11'(1l(P) 

such that 11'(1) is given by 

(u1,,,.,UM-1,z,w)-+ (u1,,,,,uM-1,zw). 

(See the beginning of 3.2.) Since / is holomorphic at P, we have an 
expansion 

/ = J(u1, .. ,, UM-1, z, w) = L lm,n(u)zmwn. 
m2::0,n2::0 
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Define gp,(u,T,z) by 

00 

T '"""" k gp,(u,T,z) = f(u,z,-) = ~gk(u,z)T 
z 

k:=O 

where 

00 

(6.2-3) gk(u, z) = L fm,k(u)zm-k_ 

m:=0 

Define also h P" ( u, T, w) by 

00 

T '"""" k hp,(u, T, w) = f(u, -, w) = ~hk(u, w)T 
W k=O 

where 

00 

( 6.2-4) hk(u,w) = Lfk,n(u)wn-k_ 

n=O 

For a point Q E C E<1) which is not a double point of a fibre, we can 

choose local coordinates ( u 1, ... , uM-l, T, z) of c( 1) with center Q such 

that 1r(1) is given by the projection to the first M factors. Then we have 

an expansion 

00 

f(u1, ... ,uM-1, T,z) = L /Q,k(u, z)Tk. 

k:=O 

It is easy to see that {gk(u, z), hk(u, w), /Q,k(u, z)} defines a local holo

morphic section of the sheaf ?TE(ll *Oc{1) ( *3(1) +k(a' +er")). This proves 
E(l) 

Claim 2. 

Claim 3. For an element f E 1rPloc(ll(*s(ll) let "f:.~ofkTk be 

the expansion defined in Calim 2. Then we have 

N 

L (ilLP;(X 0 !k)Tk = 0. 
i=l k 

That is, (ii satisfies the formal gauge condition. 
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Proof. By definition, for any 14>) E 1t£~ci) we have 

N oo 

L(WILP 1(X © fk)Tklg_,) 
j=l k=O 

oo oo m 4 N 

= Ta,,_ LL L Tk+d L('1Tlp 1(X © !k)lvi(d) © vi(d) © 4>) 
k=Od=Oi=l j=l 

00 CX> ffid 

= -Ta,,_ LL L Tk+d('1>'1Pu1 (X © 9k) 
k=Od=Oi=l 

By (6.2-3) and (6.2-4) we have 

Since we have 

00 

m=O 

00 

n=O 

(X(m - k)vi(d)lv 1(d - m + k)) + (vi(d)IX(k - m)v1(d- m + k)) = 0, 

we have 

ffid 

LPu•(X(m - k))lvi(d) © vi(d) © 4>) 
i=l 

ffld-m.+Js 

+ L Pu11 (X(-(m - k)))lv 1(d - m + k) © v1(d - m + k) © 4>) 
j=l 

= 0. 

This proves Claim 3. 

Let 88c1) / E<1> be the completion along E(l), that is 

88(1)/E(l) ~ ~OB(l)/Ii(l) 
n 

where IE<1> is the ideal sheaf of E( 1). Then, there is an OE<1>-algebra 

isomorphism 
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In the following we identify 8 8 c1i / E(1J with('.) E(1J [[ r ]]. 

Claim 4. Let vt~(l) be a sheaf of('.) E(l) [[ r ]]-module defined by 

N 

vt~(l) = {(<Pl E 1-4~~(1) [[ r ]] I L (<Pl L Pi(X ® fk)rk = 0 
j=l k 

Then, there is an ('.) E<1> [[ r ]]-module isomorphism 

t -,,fl) - -t(l) 
Vx(u' ) ®os<1> 05<1>JE<1> ~ VXJE<1>· 

Proof. Since the tensor product with 08c1> 1 E<1> is faithfully fl.at, 

we have an isomorphism 

Note that we have an ('.)E<wmodule isomorphism 

(1) (1) ('.)-
1iX,E(l) ~ 1ix ®os(l) 8( 1) / E(l) 

By Lemma 4.1.6 and faithful flatness we have 

-,,fl) -
Vx(,r ) ®os(l) Oos(1J/E(l) 

~ 1-{.~1) ®os(1) 8os(1J/E<1>/(9(~1))1-t¥)) ®os(1) 8osc1i/E<1>-

0n the other hand we have 

where the action of X ® f E g(J(l)) on 1-{.~1) (ll [[ r ]] is given by 
>.,E 

N 

LPi(X ® !k)rk 
j=l 
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where :E fkrk is the element corresponding to f defined in Claim 2. 

Hence we have 

Vx(J(l)) ®os(t) 0o 8 c1if E(t) ~ 1fk~~(t) ([ T l]/g(J{l))1tk~~(t) [[ T ]]. 

This proves Claim 4. 

Now we are ready to prove Theorem 6.2.1. Choose 8(1) small 

enough so that EBµEPtvt(l~ - (i) is OE<i)-free. Let {('1!'1J, ... ,('1!'nJ} 
µ,µ ,>.,E 

t(l) - -
be an OE<l) free basis of EBµEPtV t 'E(i)· Let {('1!'1J, ... ,('1!'nl} be 

µ,µ ,A, 

elements of V{(~ 1l) constructed in (6.2-2) from { ('1!'1 J, ... , ('1!'nl }. The 

correspondence ('1!'il 1-+ (Wil, i = 1, ... , n defines an OE<1J-module ho

momorphism 
. ffi vH1) v~H1> 

l • '17 µ,µt,X.,E(l) --+ X;E<1 )" 

µEPt 

First we show that (W1J, ... ,(Wnl are OEc1>[[ T ]]-linearly independent. 
Suppose we have a relation 

n 

:Eai(r)(Wil = 0, ai(-r) E OE(ll[[ r]]. 
i=l 

We may assume that one of ai(r)'s, say ak(r) satisfies the condition that 

ak(0) -1-0. If we put r = 0 in the above relation, we have 

n 

L ai(0)("il!'iJ = 0. 
i=l 

Hence ai ( 0) = 0 for all i. This is a contradiction. Hence, ( W 1 J, ... , ( W n I 
generate CJ E(l) [[ T ]]-free submodule of V}~~(t). 

Now choose a point x E E(l) and s E 8( 1) \ E(l). Then, the above 

argument and Corollary 5.3.5 show that 

dime Vx(~ 1l) ® (0 8c1>,s/ms) 

= dime v{(~ 1)) ® (08(1),s/ms) 

~ n = L rankV:'.:~ ,X,E<t>. 
µEPt 

By Lemma 4.1.3 and Corollary 2.2.6 we have 

dime Vx(~ 1l) ® (0 8<1> .,/m.,) = '°' dime V t x(~ 1l). ' L....i µ,µ' 
µEPt 
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Hence we have 

On the other hand, since V5:(J<1l) is coherent and locally free on 13(1) \ 

E(l), we have the inequality 

Hence we have the equality 

Hence V5:( J{l l) is locally free. Q.E.D. 

Let l be the meromorphic vector field given in Lemma 6.1.2 and I; 

be the formal Laurent expansion of l at Q j. Put r = (Ii' ... 'IN). ( See 
(6.1-2).) Under these notations we have the following theorem. In the 

following theorem we shall only prove that rt..,. ({[;I is a formal solution 

but actually we can show that the formal solution converges. To show 

this we need rather long discussions and we shall give a complete proof 

in the forthcoming paper. 

Theorem 6.2.2. Let (ii be the formal power series defined in 

(6.2-2). Then rA,.(WI is a formal solution of a differential equation of 

the Fuchsian type 

Proof. Let us fix an element w E H 0(c<0l 0 8 <0) c<0l, w~~l /B<o) (2.6.)) 

such that w satisfies (5.1-8) and (5.1-9). By (5.1-4) we have 

'(il'I'(u)IP)du 2 E H 0(c<1) w® 2 (*s( 1l)) 
' C(l) /B(l) . 

- 8 
Let l = l(z) Bz be the meromorphic vector field given in Lemma 6.1.2. 

Then, for (u, r) E E{l) x D, r i= O, 

l(z)(WIT(z)IP)dz 
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Figure 5. 

is a meromorphic form on C~,T = Cu,T \ { (x, y, r) E So I !xi :S 1: or !YI :S 
1:} for a sufficiently small positive number 1: < 1. 

The boundary of C~,T consists of two disjoint simple closed curves 

1+, ,-· We choose the orientation of 'Y± in such a way that C~,T lies 

in a right side of 'Y±· Then by Proposition 2.4.2,(5.1-5) and (5.1-6) we 
have 

~ f l(z)(ilT(z)l~)dz + ~ f l(w)(ilT(w)l~)dw 
211" l'Y+ 211" -1 }"'(_ 

N 

= I°::ResQ;(l(u)(ilT(u)l~)du) 
i=l 

N 

= ~(ilp;(J;;t(l;({;)T({;)d{;))I~) 

N 

- Cv L f;t(l;({;)Sw,;({;))(ij~) 
i=l , 

N 

= I°::(iilp;(T[l;])I~) - a{Z)(iijW). 
i=l 

d l d 
On the other hand, on 'Y+ we have l(z) dz = 2z dz. Hence, by (5.1.4) 
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we have 

since Sw(z)dz 2 is holomorphic at z = 0. Hence, by (6.2-1) and (6.2-2) 

we have 

1 00 
ffid 1 

= 2 L T.c,.,,+a ~ z(WalT(z)lvi(d) ® vi(d) ® <Ii)dz 
d=O i=l 'Y+ 

1 00 ffid 

= 2 L T.c,.,,+a L(Wa!Lo(vi(d)) ® vi(d) ® <Ii) 
d=O i=l 

l oo md 

= 2 LL(~µ+ d)T.c,.,,+a(Walvi(d) ® vi(d) ® <Ii). 
d=Oi=l 

Similarly we have 

~ 1 f(w)(WIT(w)l<Ii)dw 
21r 'Y-

1 00 fid 

= 2 L L(~µt + d)T.c,.,,t+d(Walvi(d) ® vi(d) ® <Ii). 
d=D•=l 

Since we have~µ= ~µt, we obtain 

N 

L(WIPi(T[fi])l<Ii) - a(!)(WIW) 
j=l 

00 ffid 

=LL(~µ+ d)T.c,.,,+a(Walv;(d) ® vi(d) ® <Ii). 
d=Oi=l 
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On the other hand, we have 

00 ffid 

=LL(~,.+ d)rA,.+dcq;·d,Vi(d) © vi(d) © 4>). 
d=O i::::l 

Hence, (WI is a formal solution of the differential equation 

- d " -(wl( r dr - T[Ii + a(I)) = o. 

This proves Theorem 6.2.2. 

Corollary 6.2.3. V}(i<1)) is locally free. Moreover, for each point 

s E B(l) we have 

Remark 6.2.4. Similar to Remark 4.1.7 we can define V}(X(l)) by 

the left hand side of the above isomorphism for X(l) = ~l). Then we 

have the canonical isomorphism 

Corollary 6.2.5. The rank of V}(~ 1)) can be calculated combi

natorically from the fusion rules. 

In this case, the fusion rules, which count the numbers of indepen
dent solutions of type (g, N) = (0, 3), are given in Example 2.2.8. We 
use the notation there. The number of the independent solutions is 

given by N,.,.,,>. = dim w,.,.,,>.. By using N,.,.,,>., the explicit formula for 
the rank is given in the case of maximally degenerate curves ( the corre

sponding dual diagram is the q,3-diagram) with g loops and N external 
lines, which has 3g - 3 + N internal lines and 2g - 2 + N vertices, that 
is, 

II Na,.B,-r· 
µ:internal ( a,,B,y):vertices 
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µ 6 µ3 

µ 5 

Figure 6. 

{See [Ve].) 

For each 4>3-diagram the above proof (see also the factorization prop

erty, Theorem 6.2.6 below) gives a canonical basis of V}{~ 1 )), with 

which the monodromy around the vanishing cycles are diagonalized. 

The relation between the bases corresponding to two different diagrams 

is described by a connection ma:trix. The matrix provides us the mon
odromy representation of the braid group, the mapping class group or 

some generalization of them ([TKl], [TK2], [F], [Vall). 

The sheaf version of Proposition 2.2.5 is the following factorization 

property. 

Put 

Theorem 6.2.6. There exists an Oj(i) -module isomorphism. 

Proof. We use the notation in the proof of Proposition 2.2.6 freely. 

V,x(~1))Ji<1) = (V.x(i<1)) ®o5 <1l OE(ll) ®0E<1) Oi<1) 

v}(i(l))E(l) = (V}(~ 1)) ®os(l) OE(l)) ®oE(l) OE(l)" 

Then we have a canonical identification 
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For an element (ii E v;,µt,JJ<il1 ) and an element l<li) E V5:(J(l))i<i> 

define tµ( (ii) E Hom 0 _ (V5:(J(l))E(l)' Oi<i)) by 
E(l) 

This is well-defined and induces an OE<1>-module homomorphism 

(6.2-5) l: EB v;,µt,X(J~ll))---. HomaE(l)(Vx(J(l))E(l)'OE(l)). 
µEPt 

For each point s E .if(l), put 

By tensoring Cs to (6.2-5), we have a C-linear mapping 

By Remark 4.1.7 and Corollary 6.2.2, the mapping ls is nothing but the 

mapping in Proposition 2.2.6. Hence, ls is isomorphic. Therefore, l is 

an OE<1>-module isomorphism. Q.E.D. 
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